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ABSTRACT 
 
Bridget Barrett: Platforms and Outsiders in Party Networks: 
The Evolution of the Digital Political Advertising Network (Under the direction of Daniel 
Kreiss) 
 
Scholars seldom examine the companies that campaigns hire to run digital advertising. This 
thesis presents the first network analysis of relationships between federal political committees (n 
= 2,077) and the companies they hired for electoral digital political advertising services (n = 
1,034) across 13 years (2003–2016) and three election cycles (2008, 2012, and 2016). The 
network expanded from 333 nodes in 2008 to 2,202 nodes in 2016. In 2012 and 2016, Facebook 
and Google had the highest normalized betweenness centrality (.34 and .27 in 2012 and .55 and 
.24 in 2016 respectively). Given their positions in the network, Facebook and Google should be 
considered consequential members of party networks. Of advertising agencies hired in the 2016 
electoral cycle, 23% had no declared political specialization and were hired disproportionately 
by non-incumbents. The thesis argues their motivations may not be as well-aligned with party 
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Political communication scholars started studying digital political advertising as soon as 
political campaigns started using digital campaigning strategies (Howard, 2006). The 
overwhelming focus of digital political advertising research is on its content and effects. This 
research yields important findings. While the direct effects of targeted digital ads on vote choice 
are often null (Broockman & Green, 2014; Hager, 2019), there is some limited evidence that this 
technology can be effectively used for mobilization (Haenschen & Jennings, 2019). Substantial 
research has also shown that in terms of its content, digital advertising differs significantly from 
television advertising. Digital political ads have more diverse goals than television 
advertisements (such as more mobilization and fundraising appeals), are less negative, less 
policy focused, and more ideologically aligned (Klotz, 1998; Borah et al., 2018; Fowler et al., 
2019; Franz et al., 2020). Attention to these topics has only increased since the 2016 US 
presidential election as unprecedented portions of campaigns’ budgets were spent on digital ads 
and foreign actors used them to fuel division and resentment among Americans (Williams & 
Gulati, 2018; Kim et al., 2018). Yet, despite the significant attention to digital political 
advertising over the past twenty years and particularly after the 2016 election, there is no 
comprehensive accounting in the academic literature of the companies that strategically purchase 
digital ad space for political campaigns. 
Dommett, Kefford, and Power’s (2020) research into the players in digital campaigning 
makes a clear call to better understand the role of companies and other actors external to political 
parties in electoral politics. As they note, “few attempts have hitherto been made to map the 
ecosystem of actors who support party activities” and argue that “there is a need to map the 
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ecosystem of actors that support parties’ digital (and indeed non-digital) campaigns” in order to 
better understand how modern parties are organized and operate (p. 6). While their research 
focused on Australia and the United Kingdom, the ecosystem has yet to be mapped in the United 
States as well.  
In the US political party system, researchers now consider many of these actors external 
to formal political party organizations but working towards the same electoral goals (such as 
political consultancies) as members of extended party networks (Galvin, 2016). There is growing 
recognition of US parties as “informal ‘networks’ or ‘long coalitions’ of interest groups, 
activists, campaign professionals, non-profit organizations, social movement groups, media 
outlets, formal party organizations, and other various groups working toward common purposes” 
(ibid, emphasis added, p. 316). Understanding how these coalitions are connected and how actors 
enter and exit the network is paramount to understanding changes in party structure and 
downstream consequences on the broader political system.  
Political consultants are clear members of these networks, serving as partisan allies to the 
major political parties and spreading communication strategies and information to candidates 
(Kolodny & Logan, 1998; Nyhan and Montgomery, 2015). Companies specializing in providing 
digital advertising services to campaigns have reliably been considered political consultancies in 
the literature (Johnson, 2015). The industry of digital advertising within digital politics more 
broadly is of particular interest not only because of its potential aforementioned effects on vote 
choice and mobilization (Haenschen & Jennings, 2019; Borah et al., 2018; Fowler et al., 2019; 
Franz et al., 2020) but also because of the concerns that have been raised about the ethical uses 
of microtargeting, invasions of political privacy, and second-order effects on trust in political 
institutions (Barocas, 2012; Bennett, 2015; Karpf, 2019).  
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While studies of digital campaigning and political consulting often imply the spread of 
practices through connections between consultants and campaigns, few use network analysis 
methods (for an exception, see Nyhan and Montgomery, 2015) and many sample from pre-
established lists of consultants (Grossmann, 2009; Grossmann, 2012 Kolodny & Logan, 1998). 
Network analysis is a methodological tool for systematically accounting for relationships 
between actors and quantifying how their positions in a network may impact opportunities, 
limitations, and other outcomes (Borgatti et al., 2013). For example, one could use a political 
consultancy’s position in a network to predict how similar its advertising strategies are to those 
close to it in the network. A digital political advertising network in which every campaign is 
connected by a few central political consultancies would potentially allow those central agencies 
to quickly apply learnings from one campaign to others; a more diffused network with many 
isolated actors would suggest a slower diffusion of ideas. Because of this, structural changes in 
the network over time likely have downstream consequences for the strategies of candidates.  
In other words, while research into political consulting has demonstrated that consultants 
spread communication strategies to candidates and have a shared “state of knowledge” of their 
field (Grossmann, 2009), these studies have not focused on digital advertising, rarely use 
network analysis, and likely systematically miss companies without political specialization that 
are working for campaigns and political committees in roles similar to political consultants.  
In this thesis, I mapped the companies that provided digital advertising services to 
political candidates, party committees, and other political action committees from 2003 to 2016 
through a network analysis. Because of recent research demonstrating the role of companies with 
no specialization in politics in political campaigns (Kreiss and McGregor, 2018; Dommett et al., 
2020), I included all types of companies that provided digital services to political clients, not just 
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political consultants. Through a content analysis of websites and media coverage, I coded these 
companies as political agencies, commercial agencies, digital advertising platforms, other, or 
unknown (n = 1,034). This analysis demonstrates how the structure of the federal digital political 
advertising network has changed over time, what types of companies political committees have 
paid for digital advertising services, who the most central actors are in the network, and what 
types of actors are most likely to be isolated from the network.  
Overall, this study has two major findings that advance the literature on political 
communication and an interdisciplinary body of work on how platforms are reshaping many 
domains of social and economic life. First, that Facebook and Google have become 
consequential members of electoral party networks due to their overwhelmingly central positions 
in the networks in the last two election cycles. Second, that advertising agencies with no political 
specialization are often disconnected from the primary component of the network and that non-
incumbents are twice as likely to hire them as incumbents are. In the conclusion, I discuss the 
implications for the study of party networks, political consulting, and political advertising raised 
by these findings.  
Political consulting and party networks 
 
The business of political consulting, including digital political advertising firms, has 
benefited from the decline of party organizations. Sheingate (2016) documented political 
consulting’s long history dating back to the early nineteen-hundreds, and how in the 1970’s the 
industry emerged fully-fledged and able to support itself between major election cycles. This 
industry’s success is due in part to the development of new media and communication 
technologies. Advances in technology made specialist consultants more valuable to campaigns 
because of the higher barriers to entry niche service sectors, like data collection and modeling 
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and computer-aided polling (ibid). This need for niche services was complemented by the fall of 
formal party structures. For much of the 20th century, political parties in the United States were 
formal, hierarchical institutions (Cohen et al., 2009). At the local, state, and even national level, 
the party committees controlled nominations for office, publicity, and often fundraising (ibid). 
However, legislative and party reforms in the 1970s weakened US political parties’ power, 
limiting the ability of the parties to control publicity of candidates and insider-only nominating 
processes (ibid). Technology, expanded client bases, regulatory changes, and party reforms all 
ushered in the business of politics. 
By the early 2000’s, the business of politics was well-established and new media 
technologies continued to expand the range of services that political consultants could offer. 
While parties still held significant sway through issue ads and fundraising, the Bipartisan 
Campaign Reform Act of 2002 further eroded these capabilities, allowing the role of political 
consultants to grow further (Cohen et al., 2009). In 2010, the Supreme Court’s infamous 
Citizen’s United decision further loosened campaign finance rules, allowing even more money to 
flow from political action committees to political consultants, additionally bolstering the industry 
(Sheingate, 2016). By 2012, the top ten paid consulting firms on both sides of the aisle in the 
election cycle included firms specializing in digital services: Bully Pulpit Interactive, a 
Democratic firm, was paid over $108 million and Targeted Victory, a Republican Firm, over 
$112 million (ibid).  
Howard’s (2006) work on e-politics in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s investigated firms 
that provided narrow digital services, like data collection and modeling and message testing, 
showing how even in the early years of digital political consulting firms filled niche roles for 
campaigns that were difficult to develop within the confines of a single election or campaign. 
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Now, while campaigns may develop their own strategies and software, the knowledge they 
produce is most reliably retained when it is stored outside of the campaign apparatus itself 
(Kreiss, 2016). Campaign staffers founding companies that can maintain a technological or 
strategic product between election cycles has been paramount to each party’s success in digital 
campaigning, such as the Obama 2012 campaign’s spin-off organization Organizing for Action 
(ibid). Kreiss empirically demonstrated the network of newly founded companies that the 
successful campaigns create. These new political consultancies founded after major elections 
join new political committees that enter the arena every election cycle as incumbents are 
challenged by new candidates. The rapid changes in digital media require parties and campaigns 
to lean on these external actors for support (Kreiss, 2016; Dommett et al., 2020).  
Indeed, these companies have become so important to the functioning of the US electoral 
system that they are considered part of party networks. As discussed above, parties in the United 
States used to be formal organizations with power over candidate choice, fundraising, and 
publicity. Those powers are now distributed across candidate committees, party committees, 
political action committees, political consultants, and other loosely connected actors with aligned 
goals.  
Galvin (2016) succinctly captures the push in political science to expand the conceptual 
understanding of US political parties, arguing that parties must be understood as extended 
networks or “long coalitions” of groups organized around common political purposes. These 
coalitions of groups do not just include political action committees and campaigns; political 
agencies, non-profits, and any other organization oriented toward a common purpose are also 
included (ibid). By focusing on how parties change in reaction to their environment and 
exogenous shocks, researchers have typically ignored the relationships and processes of change 
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originating within the party apparatuses (ibid). Understanding patterns in these relationships is 
essential to understanding when and how political institutions changes. Changes in the structure 
of the network of companies and political committees can impact the rest of the party network as 
a whole and have downstream consequences on the political system more broadly.  
Political consultants explicitly fit under the wider umbrella of extended political party 
networks. But, their role in legislature and party activities outside of elections is limited. 
Grossmann (2012) lays out two types of party networks: electoral and legislative. These two 
networks have different primary actors brought together by differing goals. Digital political 
consultants are best conceptualized as members of the electoral party network. Kolodny and 
Logan’s (1998) and Farrell et al.’s (2001) research into how political consultants view their work 
and how these consultants extend the work of formal party committees also supports this view. 
They found that political consultants generally see their roles as complementary to the role of 
parties, and that consultants are not competitors with parties but strategic allies.  
Consultants generally are in partisan alignment with their clients, and their future 
financial stability depends on their reputation of success (Sheingate, 2016). In other words, their 
goal is to win, just like the candidates and the parties. And, all evidence suggests that how to win 
is generally agreed upon by established consulting firms. Grossmann (2009) surveyed political 
consultants in order to help determine how professionalized the field has become, showing over 
80% of consultants agree on multiple strategic choices without any clear data to support their 
decision. This “state of knowledge” of their field showed to Grossmann a sense of 
professionalization—a group of people trained in and accepting standard practices within their 
field. It also illuminates an area where networks of consultants may be sharing and enforcing 
knowledge and norms. Grossmann (2012) and Nyhan and Montgomery (2015) have also 
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investigated how consulting firms impact the negativity of campaigns, the amount of risk-taking 
by a candidate, and party-owned issue messaging. These studies demonstrate the significance of 
consultants in the electoral party network: they influence the messaging choices of campaigns in 
relatively uniform ways as allies of formal party organizations without formal party 
organizations having to enforce such decisions. 
However, many of the studies above draw their samples from the consultants most likely 
to be professionalized. Since studies on political consulting do not often use formal network 
analyses, they often make the implicit assumption that all actors are equally well-connected (for 
an exception, see Nyhan & Montgomery, 2015). Such studies also tend to sample either from 
lists of established political consultancies or through snowball samples starting with an existing 
social relationship with a consultant (Kolodny & Logan, 1998; Grossmann, 2009; Grossman, 
2012; Serazio, 2014, 2015, 2017). These sampling methods often do not include non-politically 
specialized companies serving similar functions as political consultants, and such assumptions 
about the connectedness of actors may obfuscate patterns of relationships that make some 
candidates or consultants less likely to adopt established strategies. In other words, some of these 
studies may potentially systematically ignore divergent cases. Prior work on the industry has 
primarily focused on well-established and often larger firms. These major players are clearly 
important. However, the academic literature has not adequately documented who the less 
connected and smaller firms are or who is more likely to hire them. 
Commercial actors in digital political advertising 
Historically, commercial advertising agencies have avoided political clients due to their 
divisive nature; this is part of why political consultancies have found their own niche (Sheingate, 
2016). However, recent research questions if this is still the case in digital campaigning. 
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Dommett, Kefford, and Power’s (2020) research in Australia and the United Kingdom 
highlighted the role of companies besides political consultants, outlining a “plethora of 
companies” working with political parties and campaigns which had “different degrees of scope 
(and resources) and with varying degrees of loyalty” (p. 6, emphasis added). Companies with 
little political specialization working on campaigns have historically been left out of studies on 
digital campaigning due to a theoretically directed focus on political companies. Such non-
political actors with no partisan alignment have been acknowledged by some, such as Farrell, et 
al. (2001), but their existence is often only mentioned as background to the focus of the research: 
companies with political specialization.  
There is no strong evidence for who non-politically specialized companies service in the 
industry, or if they service different types of campaigns at different rates. As a whole, the 
literature lacks evidence about what proportions of digital advertising, and digital campaigning 
more broadly, are conducted by politically-oriented companies versus companies with no 
political focus. Dommett et al. (2020) argue that actors external to parties and campaigns, 
including these commercially oriented companies, must be studied to understand the 
“organizational dynamics of parties today” (p. 6).  
There is a large exception to this gap in the literature: the role of platforms. Platform 
companies have inserted themselves into many industries, reshaping relationships between 
producers and consumers, clients and providers, and peers (Poell, van Dijck & de Waal 2018). 
Within media industries, the changes wrought by platforms have been substantial. Even well-
resourced media institutions have become dependent on online platforms for internet traffic and 
the associated revenue, adjusting their organizational structure and changing their practices to 
adapt to Facebook and Google’s products (Kleis Nielsen & Ganter, 2018). The literature within 
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platform studies has extensively documented how the affordances of platforms constrain and 
enable the activities which take place on them, including the activities of political campaigns 
(Bossetta, 2019). And yet, platforms are not static: their affordances change rapidly in substantial 
ways, including removing the types of audiences that political campaigns can target (Barrett & 
Kreiss, 2019). Meaning, how political campaigns (and political parties writ large) use platforms 
are subject to change based on the changes in what platforms allow. The rise in usage of digital 
advertising platforms like Facebook, Google, and Twitter has been established by both the 
academic literature and the press, showing not only how digital advertising budgets have grown 
over time but also how Facebook has allowed more down-ballot candidates to enter the 
advertising market (Fowler et al., 2019; Williams & Gulati, 2018). 
But, platforms are not neutral players within political campaigns; in fact, they shape 
political communication in more ways than by what their affordances enable and constrain. 
Kreiss and McGregor (2018) revealed how technology companies including Facebook and 
Google act as political consultants for some campaigns, helping them not only troubleshoot their 
products but also advising them on how to use them strategically, from the types of search ads to 
buy on Google and how best to target them in an election (bidding on other candidates’ names) 
to how to find and capitalize on specific audiences using the data provided by the platform. In 
other words, they influenced the messaging choices of campaigns. These companies’ account 
teams also recreated the structure of political consultancies, with political teams broken out by 
party so that employees (hired out of electoral politics) only served campaigns with which they 
were ideologically aligned (ibid). Unintentionally, the companies provided such services 
differentially: some campaigns turned down offers of this strategic advice while others took full 
advantage of it (ibid). Kreiss and McGregor call for these companies to be considered more 
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active players in electoral politics, more akin to political consultants than neutral content 
distribution platforms. In this way, these companies with no declared partisanship or mission 
aligned with party goals may yet be seen as potential members of the electoral party network. 
However, the position of digital advertising platforms in the federal digital advertising network is 
heretofore unknown. Even if they could be considered members of the electoral party network, 
would they be in any way consequential to the party network as a whole? In other words, do they 
hold a central or otherwise meaningful position in the party electoral party network? Has their 
position changed over time? 
Ultimately, we know very little about how often political committees work with 
commercial advertising agencies rather than political agencies, what types of political 
committees are most likely to work with these commercially-focused actors, and what position 
digital advertising platforms hold in the federal electoral digital advertising network, or how any 
of this has changed over time. A comprehensive investigation into who the players in this rapidly 
expanding, contentious sector of politics are and how they are connected is overdue.  
Research questions 
This study analyzes political digital advertising companies as part of extended party 
networks in line with recent calls in political science to better account for the role of these 
coalitions through network analysis. Based on recent attention to the role of companies without 
political expertise, I also ask what types of companies beyond political consultants are hired for 
these services and where they are positioned in the network.  
This study documents the digital political advertising network in terms of its structure, 
most central nodes, isolated nodes, and the different types of companies and political committees 
in it over time, guided by four research questions: 
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RQ1: What is the structure of the network of digital political advertising in each of 
the four election cycles? How does it differ by party?  
RQ2: What types of organizations have political campaigns and committees 
historically turned to for digital advertising services?  
RQ3: Who are the most central actors, and how does this change over time? What 
types of digital advertising providers and political committees are most central to the 
network?    
RQ4: What types of political committees and digital advertising providers are most 




This study created a two-mode, sociocentric network of federal political committees and 
the companies they hired for digital advertising services. Sociocentric studies include all nodes in 
a universe and all the relevant connections between them; two-mode networks have two different 
types of nodes which are connected to each other, in this case the digital advertising providers 
and their clients, the political committees (Borgatti et al., 2013). Political committees and 
companies are connected by payments reported to the Federal Election Commission (FEC). 
Candidates’ campaign committees, political action committees, and party committees 
participating in federal elections either through their candidacy or their purchases of 
communications in support of or in opposition to candidates all must report their spending to the 
FEC (Browse data, n.d.). Three types of filings to the FEC are used in this analysis. The first, 
disbursements, are payments made from campaign committees. The second, independent 
expenditures, are payments made by political action committees that support or oppose a 
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candidate but are not coordinated with any candidate. Finally, party coordinated expenditures are 
payments made by state or national political party committees about the general election of a 
candidate.  
Federal Election Commission (FEC) disbursement, party coordinated expenditure, and 
independent expenditure data from 2003 to 2016 were downloaded. (Disbursement data was 
filtered prior to download with extremely overinclusive keywords in order to lower the number 
of cases to the max download limit.) These datasets include who the committee paid, for what 
reason, for what election year, and for how much money as well as additional information 
depending on the dataset and committee type. All datasets include unique committee numbers 
assigned by the FEC to each political committee. While the campaign disbursement data and the 
party coordinated expenditures (money spent by state and national committees related to a 
general election) are available from January, 2003 to December, 2016, independent expenditure 
data is only available 2010 to 2016, as 2010 marked the beginning of these types of contributions 
legally and filing with the FEC. There are additional significant payments missing from this 
dataset due to changes in what committees are required to file: before 2010 no Senate candidate 
spending is included. This is the most complete dataset of digital political spending despite its 
limitations.  
Cases were included in the analysis based on the purpose of the payment and who it was 
paid to. This information was filled out by the committees in their quarterly filings for each 
payment they made—the fields on the FEC forms for this information were free-text entry, 
meaning political committees were not selecting purposes of the payment or companies from a 
drop-down list. They entered this information however they saw fit. Developing the keyword 
lists for what cases would be included in the analysis (Appendix 1) was an iterative process. 
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First, I read through the descriptions used by committees each election cycle for common digital 
advertising services, such as any payments made to Facebook, Google Adwords, or Twitter. I 
then developed different combinations and variations of those words used to describe these 
purchases and looked for common recipients of these payments I was not familiar with, such as 
PressFlex, Adready, and Audience Partners. I then downloaded all payments to those recipients 
(such PressFlex, Adready or Audience Partners) and incorporated additional terms used to 
describe digital advertising payments to these companies. Cases were included for further 
cleaning if they had any of the 66 inclusion criteria keywords and terms (Appendix 1).  
Creating the exclusion criteria (Appendix 1) was a similarly iterative process. After 
creating the inclusion criteria, I looked through the recipients of such payments for companies 
which were clearly not actually digital advertising service providers to find the keywords they 
had in common. Any cases which included terms that suggested the primary reason for the 
payment was irrelevant to paid digital media (such as “administrative,” “hosting,” or “camera”) 
were excluded. In addition, recipients such as American Express, Capitol One, or Paypal were 
excluded from the analysis. Payments to these companies were often described as “facebook 
ads” or “google ads” and were often duplicative of payments to those platforms. A hypothetical 
example of this scenario is that a political committee paid for Facebook ads with a Capitol One 
credit card and reported paying off the credit card as “Facebook ads” as well as reported paying 
Facebook for the Facebook ads. However, it is possible that some of these were unique in that 
the payment to Facebook was never reported—only the payment to Capitol One was. This is a 
limitation of the data. The data cleaning and coding process continued to surface irrelevant 
companies such as BestBuy, FedEx, Whole Foods, and Econolodge Motel. These companies 
which are clearly not digital advertising providers were also excluded. These payments were 
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often related to advertising production expenses, such as purchasing equipment to shoot an 
advertisement or lodging at a production site.   
After selecting cases for inclusion based on the purpose of the payment, the names of the 
companies and individuals paid for these services had to be cleaned. This “recipient” field was 
also free-text entry, so company names were not standardized. I developed a data-cleaning 
protocol including removing “INC,” “COM,” “LLC,” and “ORG” as well as all punctuation that 
collapsed many of the typos and misnamed organizations. This left 1,804 names of organizations 
that were recipients of campaign and committee payments for digital advertising services 
between 2003 and 2018. These companies were then examined manually to combine misnamed 
cases of the same companies (for example, Liston Adelstein Media, Adelstein Liston Media, and 
AL Media were all determined to be the same company; they were renamed and combined into 
“Adelstein Liston”). The disbursement data included the state, city, and zip code of the company 
paid, which helped immensely in this process. However, the independent expenditure data and 
the party coordinated expense data did not. This limitation is expanded upon in the limitations 
section.  
Individuals were removed, as well as in-kind contributions and other political 
committees. Companies that received under one thousand dollars in payments from campaigns 
over the last four election cycles were also excluded from the analysis. Since the goal of this 
research is to understand the federal digital political advertising network, I chose to remove these 
payments that looked more like “test” budgets that were not continued rather than substantive 
relationships between a political committee and a company over time.  
In addition to case selection based on keywords and total spending, cases were excluded 
if there was incomplete information in the filings. Every file included “election year.” When this 
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was blank, the year the payment was made was used instead. If this field was blank or outside of 
the election cycles under investigation, or if the election year was incorrect (such as 2049), the 
case was dropped from the analysis. Ultimately, 1,034 companies were included in the analysis 
(Appendix 2). 
Political committees were tied back to additional Federal Election Commission data 
through their committee ID and associated candidate IDs. This included the party they registered 
under (partisanship) and if the committee was a candidate committee, party committee, or some 
other political action committee (committee type). These committee types were collapsed from 
FEC committee type codes (Committee type code descriptions, n.d.). “Candidate” committees 
are FEC committee type codes H, S, and P; “Parties” are X and Y; “Other PACs” are E, I, N, O, 
Q, U, V, and W. House and Senate candidate committees in the 2016 election were also coded as 
incumbent, non-incumbent, or unknown (incumbency). “Unknown” included senators not up for 
reelection and candidates that never made it onto the official ballot. Overall, 2,077 political 
committees were included in the analysis (Appendix 3). 
The companies were coded into one of three theoretically important and distinct 
categories: political consulting firms that offer media buying services (political agencies), 
advertising agencies with no claim to political expertise (commercial agencies), and platforms 
that advertisers use for digital advertising buys (digital advertising platforms). Everything else 
was coded as other. Any companies which were unable to be identified were placed into an 
“unknown” category. A trained second coder analyzed 10% of the companies that were able to 
be categorized and intercoder reliability was within acceptable levels (Crohnbach’s Alpha = .82, 
n = 108). Digital advertising platforms were operationalized as companies that gave advertisers 
access to a user interface with which they could place advertisements next to content that the 
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platform does not produce but does coordinate advertising on. Commercial agencies are 
companies that provide media-buying services for their clients and do not feature keywords such 
as “political campaign,” “advocacy,” “public affairs,” or “voters” on their website. Political 
agencies are companies that provide media-buying services for their clients and did cite political 
expertise or specialization on their website. While these categories are of interest based on the 
literature, this coding scheme does not capture the wide variety of companies within the “other” 
category. Such companies included local television stations, national mainstream news 
publishers, video production companies, data brokers, niche advertising technology companies, 
and partisan news sites.  
Creating the networks 
The networks of political advertisers and digital advertising providers here are 
represented through payments from a political committee to a company that provided digital 
advertising services. This is a two-mode committee-by-company network, meaning that political 
committees are connected to companies through their payments, but companies and political 
committees are not connected to themselves. Google cannot be connected directly to Facebook 
nor can Donald J Trump for President be connected directly to Great America PAC. Both 
political committees and companies are nodes in the network.  
To investigate the changing relationships over time, I broke the data into four election 
cycles based on the “election year” listed on the FEC filings. The first included FEC filings from 
2003 and 2004, representing the 2004 presidential cycle. Filings from 2005-2008 were 
categorized as “2008,” filings from 2009-2012 are categorized as “2012,” and finally filings 
from 2013-2016 were categorized as “2016.” 
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Unfortunately, the 2004 network was the subject of significant limitations. After breaking 
out the networks and looking at them both as raw data and visualizations, it became clear that the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria was unable to accurately include cases as far back as 2004. The 
language used by campaigns in FEC filings during this time was too vague and dated to 
adequately filter. This is not surprising: much research has documented the rapid changes in 
digital campaigning and specialization (Kreiss, 2012; Kreiss, 2016).  
The changes in language are natural extension of this. For example, the Howard Dean 
campaign did not appear in the 2004 network due to its use of “web services” to describe every 
single digital-related expense. “Web services” and “website services” in the other cycles was 
most often used to refer to what looked like website development and hosting services. These 
payments are made to political agencies in the network, but are also often made to GoDaddy, 
Wix.com, and Squarespace. The political agencies were often recipients of payments from the 
same political committees for clearly digital advertising services (e.g., being paid for “web 
services” but also being paid for “digital advertising” implying that these were distinct services).  
I made the decision not to include the “web services” and “website services” keywords in the 
inclusion criteria in order to be sure that the relationships in this network actually represented 
digital advertising. Due to these limitations, the 2004 cycle was dropped from the analyses. 
In order to better understand the role of agencies with and without political specialization, 
I also created a network from the 2016 cycle (2013-2016) with all company types besides 
political and commercial agencies removed. This is referred to as the “2016 agency network.” To 
further understand what types of campaigns and committees hire different types of agencies, 
another subnetwork was created of candidate committees (party and other PACs not included) in 
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the 2016 election (2014 not included) and the agencies they hired (other company types not 
included). This is referred to as the “2016 candidate-only network.” 
Measures 
The research questions require descriptive network analysis measures at both the network 
and nodal level. To describe the general structure of the digital political advertising network over 
each election cycle (RQ1), I use network-level measures of components and density. These 
measures are descriptors of the entire network rather than individual nodes. A component of a 
network is a maximal group in which “every node can reach every other by some path” (Borgatti 
et al., 2013 p.16). In other words, components are separated groups of nodes within the overall 
network. A network can consist of a single component in which all nodes can reach each other or 
multiple components that have no connections between them.  
In network analysis, density in a network is the proportion of actual connections out of all 
possible connections. If the density of this network were 50%, this would signify that every 
digital advertising provider—from Facebook to Republican consulting firm Targeted Victory—
was connected to every political committee. In this two-mode network, committees cannot be 
connected to each other, nor can advertising providers. This means that the highest possible 
density measure would be 50% rather than the 100% in a one-mode network in which all nodes 
could be connected to one another. Understanding if the network becomes more connected over 
time and which components are more connected will inform likely sites of homogenous practices 
and potentially quickly diffused advertising strategies. It will also demonstrate how the industry 
is growing—a network gaining in density may show a consolidation of political committees 
around the same companies while a network decreasing in density may show an increase in both 
political committees and companies.  
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RQ2 (what types of organizations political committees have historically turned to for 
digital advertising services) will be answered by the categorization of providers and simple 
counts of connections between the types of committees and the types of companies each electoral 
cycle.  
To answer RQ3 (who the most central actors are and how these change over time), 
normalized betweenness centrality was used. Instead of simply counting how many connections 
a node has (degree centrality) betweenness centrality measures how often a node is on the 
shortest pathway between other nodes (Freeman, 1978). In a perfect star with one node serving 
as the connection between all other nodes, the central node would receive a betweenness 
centrality score of one; all other nodes would have a score of zero. Betweenness centrality is 
often a measure for finding the nodes that bridge a network, representing nodes who may control 
the flow of resources or information in a system (ibid). This score for each node is normalized as 
a ratio of that node’s value over the highest possible value of betweenness centrality in the 
network (ibid). 
Component measures are also used to answer RQ4, who is isolated from the network, by 
comparing the companies and committees within the primary component of the network against 
those outside of it in the 2016 agency network. Nodes were assigned a 0 or 1 “component 
membership” value. All nodes attached to the primary component received a value of 1 and all 
nodes not connected to the primary component received a value of 0. To understand the role of 
incumbency, a similar “component membership” coding was used on the 2016 candidate-only 
network. This network, however, had six components of 10 or more nodes and the rest primarily 
dyads (rather than a single primary component). The primary component membership value was 
thus slightly adjusted in assignment for this network: nodes in components of the network with 
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only two nodes in them were assigned a value of 0; nodes in any component of the network with 
more than two nodes were assigned a value of one. This membership value thus compares the 
most disconnected members of the network against all other nodes.   
Results 
 
Tables 1 and 2 describe the 2008, 2012, and 2016 networks through the numbers of 
companies of each type and the number of political committees of each type in the networks. The 
digital political advertising network has expanded since the 2008 election cycle through both 
companies and political committees. In terms of the types of companies that political committees 
hire, 20 political agencies were in the network in 2008 compared to 270 in 2016. Almost 40% of  
Table 1 
Types of companies in each electoral cycle network 
Company Type Brief Description 2008 2012 2016 
Political agencies Political consultancies such as 
Targeted Victory or Blue State 
Digital. 
20 157 270 
Commercial agencies Firms whose website did not 
specify any political 
specialization. 
18 47 81 
Digital advertising 
platforms  
Companies who place ads next to 
content that they host or manage 
but do not create such as 
Facebook or Google. 
26 24 28 
Other Publishers, production companies, 
data and analytic tools, etc.  
96 118 168 
Unknown Company names that could not be 
identified.  
20 64 92 
Total companies in the network each cycle: 180 410 639 
 
Note. Many companies were hired in multiple election cycles; types of companies cannot 
be totaled across rows.  
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all companies listed as recipients of digital advertising spending from 2013–2016 were political 
agencies, compared to only 11% just two cycles earlier. While there were just as many 
commercial agencies in the network as political agencies in 2008, by 2016 the increase in 
political agencies far out-passed commercial. However, 23% of agencies in the 2016 network 
were still not political. The number of digital advertising platforms in the network has stayed 
fairly constant since 2008, varying from 24 to 28. As the network analyses will show, the 
increase in the number of companies over time does not necessarily mean anything for their 
position in the network, nor does a lack of an increase.  
 As noted above, more political committees have been using digital advertising companies 
each cycle—this increase is not limited to one party or another. Table 2 shows the counts of 
different types of political committees each election cycle broken out by partisanship. Notably,  
Table 2 
Types of political committees in each electoral cycle network 
  
Candidate committees  Party committees  Other PACs 
 
2008 Total 119  24  21 
 
 Democratic 69  19  1  
 Republican 34  3  1  
 Other 16  2  19  
2012 Total 530  66  321 
 
 Democratic 191  35  7  
 Republican 296  28  29  
 Other 43  3  285  
2016 Total 857  81  445 
 
 Democratic 329  40  10  
 Republican 466  36  17  
 Other 62  5  418  
 
Note. Many committees operated in multiple election cycles; committees cannot be 
totally by column.  
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418 of such PACs in 2016 were not registered as Democratic or Republican. As is the case with 
much of the data from the Federal Election Commission, this change is difficult to interpret. 
Such “unaffiliated” designations do not necessarily reflect a neutral partisan identity. Examples 
of PACs without Republican or Democratic political affiliations listed are the Vote Hillary PAC, 
Santorum 2006, and Moveon.org Political Action. With the data provided, it is difficult to 
discern any party differences in the use of these PACs. The rise of PACs using digital advertising 
companies is a reliable and noteworthy empirical finding—the fact that many of them are not 
affiliated with the Democratic or Republican party is not.  
 RQ1 asked what the structure of the network was each election cycle and how this 
differed by party. The visualizations on the left of Figure 1 include all company types in the 
network. When these visualizations, density, and betweenness centrality measures were run, a  
single finding was clear: in 2008, 2012, and 2016, platforms are the most central members of the 
network. Their very inclusion made any other nuances of the network impossible to discern. In 
order to better see the other relationships within the network, the same analyses were run with 
platforms removed from the analyses.  
The structure of the networks is consistently a single primary component that includes 
both Democratic and Republican committees with many, much smaller components of two to  
Table 3 
Nodes, edges, components, and density each cycle 
 
 
  Platforms included  Platforms excluded  
Cycle Nodes Edges Components Density  Nodes Edges Components Density 
2008 333 317 43 5.76%  245 198 51 0.66% 
2012 1,206 1,365 122 0.19%  914 780 173 0.19% 
2016 2,202 2,487 146 0.12%  1,479 1,422 218 0.13% 
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2016 
  
Figure 1. Network visualizations each election cycle, with platforms included and excluded. 
Note. White nodes are companies, colored nodes are political committees. Blue = Democratic, red = 





Nodes with highest betweenness centrality each election cycle 
 
Platforms included  Platforms excluded 








   2008    
Obama For America Candidate - Dem 0.38  Obama For America Candidate - Dem 0.25 
Google Platform 0.25  Pressflex Other 0.11 
Pressflex Other 0.08  Udall For Us All Candidate - Dem 0.03 
Udall For Us All Candidate - Dem 0.04  MSHC Partners Political agency 0.03 
MSHC Partners Political agency 0.04  Moveon.org PAC - Other 0.02 
   2012    
Facebook Platform 0.34  Harris Media Political agency 0.14 
Google Platform 0.27  Newt 2012 Candidate - Rep 0.12 
Audience Partners Political agency 0.07  Craigslist Other 0.12 
CD Unknown 0.03  Audience Partners Political agency 0.12 
Targeted Victory Political agency 0.03  Deep Strike PAC PAC - Rep 0.10 
   2016    
Facebook Platform 0.55  Targeted Victory Political agency 0.11 
Google Platform 0.14  Revolution Messaging Political agency 0.09 
Targeted Victory Political agency 0.04  Audience Partners Political agency 0.08 
Americans For 
Prosperity 
PAC - Other 0.03  US Chamber of 
Commerce 
PAC - Other 0.07 
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four nodes (Figure 1). Only when platforms are removed from the analyses are clusters of blue 
and red visible in the networks (Figure 1). Facebook and Google make these primary 
components larger and more centralized when platforms are included. In 2016, 695 political 
committees listed only platforms in their FEC filings for digital advertising services (Table 3). In 
the top five nodes with the highest betweenness centrality, Google consistently holds the second 
spot every cycle and Facebook has the highest centrality in both 2012 and 2016 (Table 4). When 
platforms are removed, political agencies are four out of five of the most central nodes in 2016.  
From the basic descriptive tables about who is in the network (Tables 1 and 2), 81 
commercial agencies were hired in 2016. This accounted for approximately a quarter of all 
agencies hired during that election cycle. However, this tells us nothing about their position in 
the network itself. The 2016 agency network represents the advertising agencies that political  
committees hired from 2013 to 2016 to purchase digital media on their behalf (Figure 2). These 
agencies are choosing how to buy media on behalf of political committees and thus serve a more 
clearly strategic partnership than can be assumed of all other types of companies in the network. 
This network should be seen as the primary digital advertising consultants that political 
advertisers turn to.   
Like the networks including all types of companies, this network also has a single large 
component with many agencies and political committees unconnected to this primary 
component. Unlike many of the previous figures, Republican and Democratic sides of the major 
component are now clearly visible.  
 Table 5 displays the counts of political and commercial agencies inside and outside of 
this component. While political agencies are inside the primary component 60% of time and 
outside of it 40% of the time, this is swapped for commercial agencies: these companies are only 
connected to the primary component of the network in 41% of cases. To briefly revisit the 
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coding criteria for political and commercial agencies, political agencies were coded to be over-
inclusive, including any mention of political campaigns, voters, public policy, or advocacy on 
their websites. Meaning, these commercial companies are not only often typically disconnected 
from the primary component of the network, but they also make absolutely no claim to political 
expertise or experience on their websites.  
 Table 6 shows a similar breakdown of types of political committees inside and outside 
the primary component. Democratic political committees and party committees have the lowest 
proportion of cases that appear outside the primary component, but there are no types of political 
committees that are more often found outside the primary component than within it.  
Table 5 
Political and commercial agencies inside and outside the 2016 agency network 
 
Political agencies  Commercial agencies 
 
# of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total 
Inside 161 60%  33 41% 




Political committees inside and outside the primary component of the 2016 agency network by 
partisanship and committee type 
 
 Democratic  Republican  Other 
 
# of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total 
Inside 127 85%  201 74%  215 73% 
Outside  32 15%  69 26%  81 27% 
 
Candidate  Party  Other PAC 
Inside 290 75%  37 86%  216 74% 
Outside  99 25%  6 14%  77 26% 
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Figure 2. 2016 cycle network with only agencies and political committees. 
Note: Nodes with two or less connections removed for improved visualization. Only companies and 
political committees with more than two or more visible connections are labeled. White nodes are companies. 
Circles are political agencies, squares are commercial agencies. Colored nodes are political committees. Red = 
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In order to understand if any type of political committee is more likely to have hired a 
commercial agency, Table 7 shows the number of times each type of political committee has 
hired political and commercial agencies. While commercial agencies account for nearly 25% of 
the agencies in the network, they are only responsible for roughly 10% of connections with 
political committees. There are no clear major differences in the types of political committees 
that hire commercial agencies.  
There is one final type of political committee that might differentially hire commercial 
agencies: incumbents and challengers to incumbents. The 2016 candidate-only network was  
Table 7 
Number of times types of political committees hire types of agencies in the 2016 agency network 
 
Democratic  Republican  Other 
 
# of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total 
Political 
agencies 196 91%  311 89%  452 92% 
Commercial 
agencies 20 9%  38 11%  38 8% 
 Candidate  Party  Other PAC 
Political 
agencies 449 89%  59 91%  451 93% 
Commercial 




Counts of agencies’ membership in dyads and components of three or more nodes in the 
candidate-only network 
 
Political agencies  Commercial agencies 
 
# of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total 
Larger 
components 70 64%  14 47% 
Dyads 40 36%  16 53% 
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Table 9 
Counts of political committees’ component membership in the 2016 candidate-only network 
 
Incumbent  Non-incumbent  Other/unknown 
 
# of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total 
Larger 
components 78 80%  70 69%  24 77% 
Dyads 20 20%  31 31%  7 23% 
 
Note. Nodes appear in the other/unknown category for a few different reasons: some are 
senate campaigns not up for re-election in 2016 but still spending money on digital advertising. 
Others are candidates for House seats who spent money but were never on the official ballot.  
 
Table 10 
Counts of connections between types of company and types of candidate committees 
 
Incumbent  Non-incumbent  Other/unknown 
 
# of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total  # of nodes % of total 
Political 
agency 115 93%  102 82%  32 86% 
Commercial 
agency 7 6%  22 18%  5 14% 
 
 
created to better answer this question. This network consists of only candidate committees and 
agencies. It has 374 nodes and 287 connections with a total of 89 components. Table 8 shows 
that commercial agencies still appeared outside the larger components in over 50% of cases, 
compared to just 36% of cases for political agencies. Incumbents were part of these isolated 
dyads in 20% of cases compared to 31% of non-incumbents (Table 9).  
While non-incumbents still hire political agencies 83% of the time, they hire commercial 
agencies in 17% of cases, while incumbents only hire such agencies in 8% of cases (Table 10). 
In other words, in 2016 non-incumbents hired commercial agencies to run digital advertising 
campaigns over twice as often as incumbents did.   
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Discussion 
 
As expected based on the literature on the growth of digital campaigning and increasing 
investments in digital advertising, the basic counts of who is in the network reveal simply that this 
industry is expanding, including more political committees and companies each election cycle. The 
growth is not limited to any single area: while the number of political agencies involved in federal 
electoral digital advertising has increased the fastest (increasing ten-fold over eight years), seven times 
the number of candidate committees hired companies for digital advertising services in 2016 as did in 
2008. While previous literature has demonstrated the rise in digital advertising spending by political 
campaigns and committees (Williams & Gulati, 2018), this is first research to my knowledge to 
empirically document that all types of political committees are taking part in this industry. 
In all the cycles, even when the platforms are removed, there is still a single primary component 
with many detached dyads. This suggests that common practices and information is not easily or readily 
diffused to every company or campaign through the network. In addition, the network has decreased in 
density each cycle. This is due to the network expanding through more political committees and more 
companies rather than political committees hiring the same set of established companies. This is likely 
to make the distribution of norms and information throughout the ever-changing network difficult.  
It should be reiterated that the companies in this network are more diverse than the coding 
criteria shows. The “other” category includes many types of companies, from major publishers like the 
New York Times to local television stations, video production companies, and niche data and analytics 
companies. This “other” category, accounting for over 50% of companies in the network in 2008, 
accounted for only 25% of companies by 2016. This data cannot tell us if that is because political 
advertisers are turning to these sources less or if they are instead simply purchasing this media through 
their respective agencies. While “platforms” in digital advertising typically refer to Facebook and 
Google, there are 47 total ad platforms that have been hired by political committees. In 2016, this 
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included Facebook and Google as well as AOL, Amazon, The Trade Desk, Pandora, AdRoll, and 
Nativo. Overall, the types of companies that provide digital advertising services to political clients are 
broad and diverse—much more than just Facebook and Google.  
 These analyses revealed more than the growth of the network and the diversity of companies 
within it. The position of Facebook and Google and the documentation of agencies without political 
expertise have implications for the study of political parties as networks and the professionalization of 
political campaigning.  
Platforms are consequential members of party networks 
The structure of the networks with platforms included is at first glance surprising: there are no 
clear Democratic and Republican components. While research has documented the partisan overlap of 
party networks (Skinner et al., 2012; Grossmann & Dominguez, 2009), research in the same vein has 
traditionally shown a stronger party differentiation in electoral networks and strong partisan alignment 
by consultants (Grossmann & Dominguez, 2009; Nyhan & Montgomery, 2014). The united structure of 
this network is driven by Facebook and Google, the most central members of the network in both 2012 
and 2016. These two companies hold both sides of the aisle tightly together.  
Ultimately, Facebook and Google are not just some inconsequential members of the network; 
they have become the most central actors in the federal digital political advertising network, tying the 
majority of both Democratic and Republican political committees together. While this is only a subset of 
the greater electoral network, not including the many organizations and people who influence elections 
with sponsorships or funding, the change in the position of Facebook and Google over time constitutes a 
change in the electoral party network. These companies now hold a unique position with the ability to 
distribute information to campaigns and agencies on both sides of the aisle. Through both the types of 
messaging that their affordances enable and constrain and through their active role as strategic advisors, 
changes in these companies will continue to impact the rest of the electoral party network.  
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And yet, this still raises the analytical problem of how to treat platforms within these analyses 
due to the practical and theoretical ambiguity of platforms’ roles in campaigns that has been discussed 
by Kreiss and McGregor (2018). When are they more neutral content distributors and when are they 
partisan-aligned strategic consultants? As previously discussed, the significance of consultants in the 
electoral party network is that they influence the messaging choices of campaigns in relatively uniform 
ways as allies of formal party organizations without formal party organizations having to enforce such 
decisions. Facebook and Google hire their political teams out of institutional electoral politics and assign 
their political team members to be ideologically aligned with their clients (Kreiss & McGregor, 2018). 
But, neither their financial future nor their reputations are dependent on “their” candidates winning. Do 
these platforms influence messaging choices in the same uniform ways across parties? Do staffers at 
Facebook and Google and staffers of formal party committees consider each other allies in the same way 
that political consultants and formal party committee members do? Here we see quantitatively why such 
ambiguity matters: these companies are not just receiving large sums of money from political advertisers 
or serving a few campaigns and political committees. They are the most central members of the network.  
As discussed previously, political and commercial agencies buy media spots for their clients. 
When this happens, these purchases can appear in the FEC filings as a payment to the agency. Meaning, 
while the network only shows the Coalition for Progressive Leadership connected to Hilltop Public 
Solutions, the Coalition for Progressive Leadership was likely making payments to other companies 
through Hilltop Public Solutions like Facebook and Google. In other words, there are likely extensive 
missing connections in this network. This fact should be taken to strengthen the finding of the 
importance of major platforms in the network; if anything, the visualizations and other analyses here 
underestimate the importance of such companies to campaigns.  
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Outsiders in the business of politics 
The expansion of the network over time has not been driven by an increase in political 
committees hiring a set of established political agencies; rather, the number of companies has increased 
as well. The results showing the rapid increase in political agencies in the network suggest that it is 
increasingly the norm to outsource digital advertising expertise to political consultants, in-line with 
expectations on the increasing prominence of consultants (Sheingate, 2016). This generally supports the 
narrative of a growing and professionalized business of politics, as expected in the literature on political 
consulting (Grossmann, 2009; Sheingate, 2016; Serazio, 2017). However, close to a quarter of the 
agencies that political committees hired in 2016 still did not have a political specialization. This is 
somewhat surprising: the literature on digital advertising is typically situated within the broader 
framework of political consulting and the work of political consultants which explicitly focus on people 
and companies with political expertise. All types of political committees in 2016 turned to these 
commercial agencies around 10% of the time. Out of candidate committees, non-incumbents turned to 
these agencies with absolutely no declared specialization in politics twice as often as incumbents. As 
Kreiss (2016) and Dommett et al (2020) have argued, the rapid changes in digital media require parties 
and campaigns to lean on external actors for support. In the arena of digital advertising, such external 
actors include those with no political specialization what-so-ever. 
This research quantitatively documents the companies doing the work of political consulting that 
are not political consultants and shows that these companies are hired disproportionately by non-
incumbents rather than incumbents. They are also often hired by political committees who have no other 
attachments to the primary component of the agency network. These companies are outsiders in the 
business of politics. As Kreiss (2016) argues, the rapid changes in digital technologies have prompted 
“at times deliberate de-professionalization of campaign staff in the attempt to spur knowledge transfer 
into politics from the technology and commercial sectors” (p. 4). While Kreiss demonstrates the transfer 
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of knowledge through campaigns staffers’ work histories, this research suggests potential additional 
transfers of knowledge through paid partnerships with commercial firms. The knowledge transferred, 
however, is likely quite different, as are the motivations of the commercial companies engaged in the 
business of politics. 
This has implications for studies of political consulting and digital political advertising. Since the 
2016 election, both the media and researchers have raised concerns about the use of digital technologies 
in spreading misinformation to the public and unethical digital campaigning practices by campaigns and 
other political organizations (Crain & Nadler, 2019; Ribeiro et al., 2019; Isaac & Kang, 2020). Digital 
political consultants are key players in the activation of digital advertising strategies and in determining 
what types of strategies are acceptable to their profession (Baldwin-Philippi et al., 2020). Studies of 
political consultants and digital campaigning often sample from established political consultancies from 
niche industry media lists or start from campaigns themselves (Kolodny & Logan, 1998; Grossmann, 
2009; Grossman 2012). A common refrain within such studies is that political consultants want their 
candidates to win (and are trusted by their clients) because they are both ideologically aligned and their 
reputation and financial future depends on it. Neither of these premises necessarily hold true for a 
commercial agency hired for a single election by a candidate challenging an incumbent. In addition, any 
professionalized norms within the industry, such as strategic best-practices, are less likely to be spread 
to these agencies unconnected to the greater digital political advertising network.  
Theoretically, one would expect more potential for ethical and strategic choices outside the norm 
of accepted political consulting practices at these sites. Similarly, studies with hypotheses regarding the 
content of political advertisements or how budgets are allocated for media buys rely on the assumption 
that those involved in the production and buying processes follow similar professional logic and 
strategies. These findings suggest that such studies may want to adjust their models to account for 
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campaign and consultants’ positions within the digital political advertising network, or look to such 
network positions to better understand divergent strategies and practices. 
Limitations 
 
This study was limited in a number of ways. First, the quality of the data collected by the 
FEC is poor. Categories that the FEC includes on forms such as expense type (which included 
advertising-related categories) are regularly ignored and incorrectly filled out by political 
committees. Such limitations in the data meant that the best way to choose which cases to 
include and exclude in the analysis was through keywords in the free-text entry fields of the FEC 
filings. However, as noted in the methods section, these free-text entry fields were not used in 
any systematic way by political committees, and the common types of language used to describe 
the same payments changed over time. I chose to use inclusion criteria that was demonstrably 
related to digital advertising rather than digital services more generally or advertising services 
more generally. There is doubtless missing data in the network. Phrases like “digital consulting” 
and “digital fundraising” were not included because they could refer to email marketing, website 
development, or other digital, non-advertising services. Similarly, it is likely that many entries 
were dropped due to missing “digital” keywords, such as a description of simply “ad buy” or 
“media placement.” Because these descriptions do not include digital keywords, they were not 
included. However, these could have been digital media ad buys but simply did not include such 
language in the description. This is a limitation of the data.  
The entries for companies paid were also free-text entry. While the differences in how a 
company’s name was listed was often easy to reconcile, others were incredibly difficult. For 
instance, take these 10 companies: “Revolution,” “Revolution Messaging,” Revolution Media,” 
“Revolution Media Group,” “Revolution Agency,” “Revolution Designs,” “Revolution 
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Technologies,” “Revolution Images,” “Revolution Media Enterprises,” and “Revolution 
Advertising.” All appeared as recipients of payments in the datasets. Two of these were removed 
based on keywords that suggested only website development services (Revolution Images and 
Revolution Technologies) and another was cut due to only receiving $225 and not meeting 
$1,000 cut off (Revolution Media), still leaving seven companies with nearly identical names. In 
the disbursement dataset, payments include the city and state of the recipient. This made it clear 
that the vast majority of these payments were to Revolution Messaging (Washington, DC) and 
Revolution Media Group (Alexandria, VA). These appear in the network as “Revolution 
Messaging” and “Revolution,” respectively. (“Revolution” was used rather than “Revolution 
Media Group” because finding and replacing text into shorter names was logistically easier and 
caused less interference with similarly named entries). However, “Revolution Agency” and 
“Revolution Advertising” both also appeared in the datasets that did not include state and city 
information—party coordinated expenditures and independent expenditures. Many companies 
with such names and similar names exist, easily found through web searches. These two were 
also included in the final analyses and placed in the “unknown” category for their company 
types, since they could not be directly linked to any company’s website. In this example, ten 
companies with similar names were collapsed into four, only two of which were directly 
identifiable. While this is an extreme example, I had to make such decisions often during the data 
cleaning process. This creates problems within the representation of the network—there are 
likely committees connected to “Revolution Advertising” that should actually be connected to 
“Revolution Messaging” and may thus be left outside of the primary component of the network.  
 The media buying services offered by advertising agencies complicates and limits the 
conclusions that can be drawn from this network. The company type categories besides “political 
agency” and “commercial agency” are not fully representative on the companies that political 
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committees turn to for digital advertising services; they are by definition only the companies that 
political committees paid directly rather than through their agency. Some political committees 
made payments to both agencies and directly to “other” companies, while others only made them 
to their agencies. Others only paid “other” companies with no agency. How many payments were 
made through agencies is unknowable. This practice may have become more prevalent over 
time, as by 2016 more payments were made directly and only to agencies.  
 The categorization of types of companies through content analysis of websites and media 
coverage was done in 2020, but went back to companies operating in 2003. Because of this, 
much of this categorization was ahistorical. For companies still in operation, their 2020 websites 
were used. There was often no way of knowing if a company had changed its business model or 
political focus between when it was hired by a political committee and when this study was 
executed. The companies that had shut down were categorized based on information from 
Wikipedia articles, news coverage, or the Internet Archive. For agencies, this likely means an 
over-inclusion of political agencies and an under-inclusion of commercial. For instance, agencies 
with no political specialization hired by political committees for the first time in 2012 likely 
marketed that political expertise on their websites by 2020. The types of companies were also the 
subject of acceptable but not particularly high intercoder reliability, and around 15 percent of 
companies were unable to be identified at all.  
 Finally, this data provides very little information about the nature of the relationships 
between companies and political committees. As discussed regarding platforms, how closely a 
company works with a political committee and the types of services and knowledge transferred 
between the two is unaccounted for in these analyses. Even more, how these relationships might 
differ, systematically or unsystematically, between various types of political committees and 
companies can only be partially logically deduced based on previous research. While I assume 
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strategic partnerships between political committees and agencies based on prior scholarship 
about political consultants, the nature of these partnerships is not actually verifiable within the 
data.  
This study does not apply causal tests or predictive analyses. Rather, I draw on the robust 
literature on digital campaigning, political consulting, and political parties as networks to discuss 
the implications of the structure of the networks. Such descriptive network research is important 
in and of itself in furthering the field’s understanding of the patterns of relationships that exist 
between actors of analytical interest, in addition to having the potential to inform future causal 
research (Gerring, 2012). 
Conclusion 
 
All limitations considered, the primary conclusions drawn from this study are still 
justifiable. First, the number of political committees hiring companies for digital political 
advertising services has dramatically expanded since 2008, complemented by an expansion in 
the number of companies that provide such services. In all likelihood, this research has 
undercounted both the companies and the committees due to restrictive inclusion criteria. 
Second, I have empirically demonstrated Facebook and Google’s changing position in electoral 
party networks. Since agencies hired by political committees may be paying Facebook and 
Google instead of the political committees paying them directly, these relationships are again 
likely undercounted. Finally, I have quantitatively documented the use of commercial advertising 
agencies by political committees in federal elections and shown that, at least in the 2016 election, 
these agencies were more often used by non-incumbents. While there is doubtless missing data 
and missing connections within the network, it is unlikely that these data are systematically 
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skewed by type of political committee. The ahistorical nature of the content analysis is more 
likely to over-classify companies as political. 
These findings are generative for the field of political communication. As Galvin (2016) 
argues, understanding the structure of party networks is paramount to understanding US politics 
more broadly because changes in party structure can have downstream consequences on the US 
political system more broadly. Here, we see the dramatic rise in the centrality of Facebook and 
Google over the last three election cycles. More research is needed into how the changing 
position of these two companies in the electoral party networks may have impacted politics more 
broadly. Similarly, researchers should expect and look for downstream effects from drastic 
changes in their services on the rest of the party networks. In addition, more research is needed 
into what information is transferred between platforms and the rest of the electoral party 
networks when platforms provide direct access to personnel. Does this information differ by 
partisanship? And even when such access is not provided, what norms and strategies are 
platforms encouraging political advertisers to use through their online guides, trainings, user 
interfaces, and affordances?  
 This study began the work of unpacking where and when outsiders are most likely to 
appear in the business of politics, but more questions remain to be answered. Do these agencies 
with no political specialization actually have significantly different strategies than those 
specialized in politics? If strategies for digital political advertising are drawn from campaigning 
and political consulting, this is likely the case. However, if strategies for digital political 
advertising have been drawn from the logic of commercial advertising, strategies and norms may 
be in alignment regardless of position in the network or political specialization. 
 Finally, this study used very simple and restrictive categorizations of companies. 
Advertising payments can help elucidate connections between political action committees and 
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partisan news outlets like American Action News, Breitbart, Drudge Report, and the Tea Party 
News Network, all of which were present in these networks, as well as lesser-known platform 
companies like The Trade Desk. The different types of non-agency companies that political 
committees hire, how these types of companies have changed over time, and what their roles are 
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14A DIGITAL 1 
18TH STREET PROJECTS 1 
247 REAL MEDIA 3 
270 STRATEGIES 4 
308 MEDIA GROUP 1 
3D POLITICAL 1 
3JANE DIGITAL HOLDINGS  
INDIECLICK 5 
406 ENTERPRISES 1 
47 N COMPANY 4 




720 STRATEGIES 4 
76 WORDS 4 
ABUNDANCE MEDIA 4 
ACCESS EQUITY HOLDING 2 
ACORN DIGITAL MARKETING 5 
ACQUIRE DIGITAL 4 
ACTION MAIL 2 
ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT 4 
ACXIOM CORPORATION 2 
AD CALLS 2 
ADAPTV 3 
ADBAY 5 
ADELSTEIN LISTON 4 
ADREADY 3 





ADVERTISTING   BALTIMORE 1 
ADVICTORY 4 
AGENTIA CREATIVE 4 






AJC STACKS 1 
AKM CONSULTING 4 
AKPD 4 
AL DESIGNS 129 WEST 27TH 
STREET 5 
ALABAMA MEDIA GROUP 2 
ALASKA DISPATCH 2 
ALICE PAUL GROUP 4 
ALIPES 5 




ALLPOINT VOTER SERVICES 2 
ALTERNATIVE MEDIA OPS 2 
ALTERNET 2 
AMA CORPORATION 1 
AMAGI STRATEGIES 4 
AMAZON 3 
AMERIBORN NEWS 2 
AMERICAN ACTION NEWS 2 
AMERICAN CONSERVATIVE 2 
AMERICAN DIGITAL 
CAMPAIGNS 1 
AMERICAN DIGITAL SIGNAGE 3 
AMERICAN RAMBLER 
PRODUCTIONS 4 
AMOS OPS 1 
ANALYST INSTITUTE 2 
ANCHORAGE DAILY NEWS 2 
ANGLER 1 






APEX STRATEGIES GROUP 1 
APPLIED PARADIGMS 4 
ARENA COMPANY 4 
APPENDIX 2. 
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ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT 
GAZETTE 2 
ARTICULATED MAN 1 
AS MAINE GOES 2 
ASG MARKETING 5 
ASK JEEVES 3 
ASPIRE STRATEGIES 4 
ATA INTERNET MARKETING 
DIVISION 1 
ATTENTION SPAN MEDIA 4 
ATTN 1 
AUDIENCE PARTNERS 4 
AUTUMN EMEDIA 1 
AVERY OUTDOOR 1 
AWESOMENESS 2 
AXIOM STRATEGIES 4 
BALSERA COMPANY 4 
BALTIMORE SUN AD 2 
BANGOR DAILY NEWS 2 
BARGAINPRINTING 2 
BARROW CONSULTING 2 
BASK DIGITAL MEDIA 4 
BAUZA  ASSOCIATES 1 




BEAST DIGITAL 4 
BEAST MEDIA 5 
BECKER DIGITAL 
STRATEGIES 5 
BERGEN MEDIA GROUP 1 
BERLIN ROSEN LTD 4 
BERMAN AND COMCOMPANY 4 
BET DIGITAL 2 
BIG BOWL OF IDEAS 4 
BIZPAC REVIEW 2 
BKM STRATEGIES 4 




BLOG ADSPRESS FLEX 3 
BLOGADS 3 
BLOGHER 805 VETERNS BLVD 2 
BLUE DEAL 2 
BLUE POINT 4 
BLUE SQUARE CONSULTING 1 
BLUE STATE DIGITAL 4 
BLUE VIRGINIA 2 
BLUEFRONT STRATEGIES 4 
BLUELIGHT STRATEGIES 4 
BLUEPRINT INTERACTIVE 4 
BOLT MEDIA GROUP 5 
BOLTS MARKETING 1 
BOOKBAG VIDEO 2 
BOSTOM 1 
BOSTON 1 
BOSTON HERALD 2 
BOULDER STRATEGIES 4 
BRABENDER COX 4 
BRAINBOW 5 
BRAINSTORM MEDIA 2 
BRAND INNOVATION GROUP 5 
BREITBART 2 
BRIGHT ROLL 3 
BRIGHTTAG 3 
BRINKMEDIA 4 
BROADBAND ENTERPRISES 2 
BRUNSON  ASSOCIATES 1 
BRUSHFIRE DIGITAL 4 
BUFFER 2 
BULLY PULPIT 4 
BURKHARD WORKS 2 
BURST NETWORK 2 








CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA 4 
CAMPAIGN FUNDRAISING 
EXPERTS 1 
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CAMPAIGN OPS GROUP 4 
CAMPAIGN SOLUTIONS 4 
CAMPAIGN STUDIOS 1 
CAMPAIGN WORKSHOP 4 
CAMPBELL CAMPAIGNS 5 
CANAL PARTNERS MEDIA 4 
CAPSTONE PUBLIC AFFAIRS 4 
CARE2 2 
CARLYN DAVIS CASTING 2 
CARTSOFT 2 
CASHMAN  KATZ 
INTEGRATED COMPANY 5 
CASTLE STRATEGIES 1 
CATALANO LELLOS AND 
SILVERSTEIN 5 
CATAPULT STRATEGIES 5 
CATCH DIGITAL STRATEGY 4 
CATCHFIRE CREATIVE 5 
CATHOLIC BANDITA 1 
CAUSEWAY SOLUTIONS 4 
CAVALRY 4 
CBS INTERACTIVE 2 
CBS RADIO STATIONS 2 
CBS TELEVISION STATION 2 
CD 1 
CD2 CONSULTING 4 
CDP STRATEGIES 1 
CENTRAL 12 1 
CENTRAL STREET GAMES 2 
CENTRO 3 
CERILLION N4 PARTNERS 4 
CHAMBERS LOPEZ 
STRATEGIES 4 
CHANGE MEDIA GROUP 4 
CHANGEORG 2 
CHAO SMM 1 
CHAPMAN CUBINE ADAMS  
HUSSEY 4 
CHARIOT 4 
CHARTER MEDIA 2 
CHATHAM LIGHT MEDIA 2 
CHATTANOOGAN 2 
CHINA GATE 2 
CHIRP CIRCLE 1 
CHONG KOSTER 4 
CHRIS RUSSELL CONSULTING 4 
CHRISTIANET 2 
CHUCKITMEDIA 1 
CHURCHILL STRATEGIES 4 
CITIZENS TRIBUNE 2 
CITYSEARCH 2 
CIVIS ANALYTICS 2 
CIVIS MEDIA GROUP 1 
CLAREMORE DAILY 
PROGRESS PAPER 2 
CLARIFY AGENCY 4 
CLARK STRATEGY GROUP 4 




CMF COMPANY 4 
CODE AND POLITICS 4 
COGZERO 1 




COLORADO MEDIA GROUP 1 
COMMONSENSE MEDIA 2 
CONCENTRIC DIRECT 4 
CONCORDIA GROUP 4 
CONNECT STRATEGIC 4 
CONNECTICUT POST 5 
CONNECTIVIST MEDIA 4 
CONQUEST COMPANY 4 
CONSERVATIVE CONNECTOR 4 
CONSERVATIVE CONTACTS 1 
CONSERVATIVE INTEL 2 
CONSTANT CONTACT 2 
CONSTON COMPANY 4 
CONSUMERBASE 5 
CONTENT CREATIVE MEDIA 4 
CONTROL POINT GROUP 4 
CONVERGENCE TARGETED 
COMPANY 4 
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CONVERSANT 5 
CONVICTION DIGITAL 4 
CORNERSTONE SOLUTIONS 4 
COX CROSS MEDIA 2 
CR CONSULTING 2 






CREATIVE SCIENCE 5 
CROSSCURRENTS 4 
CROSSROADS CAMPAIGNS 4 
CRUSADER PR 4 
CUMULUS BROADCASTING 2 
DAILY JOURNAL 2 
DAILY PAUL 2 
DATA FARM CONSULTING 2 
DATA TARGETING 4 
DATAGRAPHICSPOLIS 1 
DATALAB USA 2 
DAVID ALL GROUP 4 
DAVID MILLNER GROUP 1 
DC LONDON 4 
DDC ADVOCACY 4 
DEDICATED MARKETING 
SOLUTIONS 5 
DEEP ROOT ANALYTICS 5 
DEFINE IDEA 1 
DELTA CREATIONS 2 
DELTA MEDIA 2 
DEPT 7 PRODUCTIONS 4 
DESERT DIGITAL MEDIA 2 
DESIGN 4 4 
DIAMOND AND SILK 2 
DIENER CONSULTANTS 5 
DIG AND SCOOP 2 
DIGIFONICS 5 
DIGISCORE CAPITAL 1 
DIGITAL BRINQ 5 
DIGITAL FIRST MEDIA 
ADTAXI NETWORKS 2 
DIGITAL FREEDOM 5 
DIGITAL MARKETING 
CONSULTANTS OF PALM 
BEACH 1 
DIGITAL MEDIA CREATIONS 4 
DIGITAL STRATEGIES 5 
DIGITAL TRIUMPH 1 
DIGITAL TURF 4 




DIRT ROAD PRODUCTIONS 5 
DISCOVERDYNE 1 
DISRUPTIVE PICTURES 1 
DISRUPTOR 2 
DIXON DAVIS MEDIA 4 
DKC 1 
DOI 1 
DONEHUE DIRECT 4 





DRAPER STERLING 1 
DREAM LOCAL 5 
DRIVE PERFORMANCE MEDIA 1 
DRIVETHELINE 1 
DRUDGE REPORT 2 
DSB AND P 1 
DSPOLITICAL 3 
DUFOUR  CO PRODUCTIONS 2 
DVOCACY 4 
DYNAMIC LOGIC 1 
E18 MEDIA 2 
E3 POST 2 
EAGLE INTERACTIVE 1 
EASTERN HARBOR MEDIA 2 
EBONYJET JOHNSON 
PUBLISHING COMPANY 2 
ECCANOVA 4 
ECHO  CO 2 
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EIGHTFOLD MARKETING  
CREATIVE 5 
EL TORO 2 
ELECTION FOX 1 
ELECTION MALL 4 
ELEVATED CAMPAIGNS 4 
ELEVATION LTD 5 
ELEVENTY MARKETING 
GROUP 5 
ELLO CREATIVE 4 
EM CAMPAIGNS 4 











EXORO STRATEGIES 5 
EXPERIAN 2 
EXTENSIVE ENTERPRISES 2 
FABER COMPANY 1 
FACEBOOK 3 
FAIRFAX TIMES POST 
NEWSWEEK NEWS 2 
FANDANGO 2 
FATLAB 1 
FDR STRATEGIES 1 
FEDERAL CAPITAL COMPANY 
CORPORATION 1 
FEDERATED MEDIA 5 
FENTON COMPANY GROUP 4 
FH GROUP 1 
FINE POINT ADVERTISING 5 
FIVE BY FIVE WORKS 1 
FLAPJACK CREATIVE 5 
FLASH REPORT 2 
FLETCHER ROWLEY 4 
FLORIDA NATIONAL NEWS 2 
FLOW MOTION 1 
FLUENT VISUAL 2 
FLY PAPER 1 
FOCALBEAM 5 
FOCUS MEDIA 5 
FORAMERICA 2 
FORWARD FOCUS MEDIA 5 
FORWARD MOTION PICTURES 2 
FOTO FILMS 1 
FOUR TIER STRATEGIES 4 
FP 1 4 
FREEDOM FORCE 1 
FREESTONE COMPANY 5 
FRONTIER STRATEGIES 4 







GADSDEN MEDIA GROUP 2 
GALVANEK AND WAHL 5 
GAMESPY 2 
GANNETT WISCONSIN MEDIA 2 
GAO MEDIA 1 
GARYSNYDERSHOW 2 
GATEWAY MEDIA 4 
GAUCHO PICTUTES 5 
GCI 2 
GEOMERCE 1 
GET ACTIVE 1 
GETTY IMAGES 2 
GILESPARSCALE 5 
GILLIARD BLANNING 4 
GLAM MEDIA 2 
GLOBAL INTERMEDIATE 5 
GMMB 4 
GO BIG MEDIA 4 
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GO LOCAL 5 
GO MEDIA PANIES 2 
GOLDEN EYE MEDIA ALASKA 5 
GOOGLE 3 
GOOOH  CONDUIT COMPANY 1 
GOP LOUNGE 1 
GOSSIP GENIE 5 
GOTHAMIST 2 
GPS IMPACT 4 
GRAPESEED MEDIA 5 
GRAPH EFFECT 1 
GRASSROOTS PA 2 
GRASSROOTS PARTNERS 4 
GRAVINA ONLINE 
STRATEGIES 5 
GRAVIS MARKETING 4 
GREAT AMERICAN MEDIA 5 
GREEN FAUCET 2 
GREEN ROOM CREATIVE 5 
GREENER AND HOOK 4 
GREY CANADA 5 
GRIDIRON COMPANY 4 
GRIFFON MOON 2 
GRIT CREATIVE 4 
GROUPAD 2 
GSG COMPANY 4 
GSL SOLUTIONS 4 
GUAM PUBLICATIONS 2 
GUIDANT STRATEGIES 4 
GUIDRY NEWS SERVICE 2 
HACKNEY  HACKNEY 4 
HALLOWELL CONSULTING 4 
HAMBURGER GIBSON 
CREATIVE 4 
HAMBURGER COMPANY 1 
HAMILTON CAMPAIGNS 2 
HARBINGER INTERNATIONAL 1 
HARBINGER OUTREACH 2 
HARDPIN MEDIA 2 
HARMON BROTHERS 5 
HARRIS MEDIA 4 
HARTFORD COURANT 2 
HASHTAGPINPOINT 4 
HAUSSAMEN PUBLICATIONS 2 
HAWAII REPORTER 2 
HD INTERACTIVE 2 
HEADSTRONG MEDIA 2 
HEARST MEDIA 2 
HELIX 5 
HEWITT CAMPAIGNS 4 
HEY BANNER BANNER 5 
HIGH FIVE MEDIA 5 
HIGH PLAINS READER 2 
HIGH STREET SOLUTIONS 1 
HILLTOP PUBLIC SOLUTIONS 4 
HOCKADAY  ASSOCIATES 1 
HONOLD COMPANY 4 
HONOLULU 
STARADVERTISER 2 
HOT CARDS 2 
HOT JOBS 2 
HOUSTON CHRONICLE 2 
HOWE TO MEDIA 1 




HUMAN EVENTS 2 
HYNES COMPANY 4 
I GATHER 1 
I360 2 
IBL CREATIVE 4 
IDEATION CONSULTANCY 5 
IDONATEPRO 2 
IMGE 4 
IMPACT ANALYTICS 2 
IMPACT MANAGEMENT 
GROUP 4 
IMPACT POLITICS 4 
IN ALTUM PRODUCTIONS 2 
IN THE FIELD 1 
INDEED 2 
INDIAN RUNNER 1 
INDIANA SOFTWARE GROUP 1 
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INDIGO STRATEGIES 4 
INFOGROUP 2 
INNOVATIVE ADVERTISING 5 
INTEGRATED WEB STRATEGY 5 
INTEL MARKETS 1 
INTERCLICK 5 
INTERDEX 1 




INTERNATIONAL MOBILE AD 
TECHNOLOGY LTD 1 
IPROMOTEU 2 
IR MEDIA 5 
ISTOCK INTERNATIONAL 2 
ITERABLE 2 
IVC MEDIA 4 
IWEB STRATEGIES 5 
JACKSON GROUP MEDIA 4 
JACKSONJAMBALAYA 2 
JAMESTOWN ASSOCIATES 4 
JAPAN TIMES 2 
JC EVANS 5 
JENNINGS COMPANY 1 
JEREMIAH FILMS 2 
JERUSALEM POST 2 
JH SPECIALTY 5 
JINGLE NETWORKS CO 
ANNITA TANINI 2 
JOE TRIPPI AND ASSOCIATES 4 
JOYSTICK INTERACTIVE 5 
JRS STRATEGIES 4 
JULIE STAUCH  ASSOCIATES 2 
JUMP NEW MEDIA 4 
JVA CAMPAIGNS 4 
K STREET POST 2 
K6 CONSULTING GROUP 4 
KADE  COMPANY 1 
KANOODLE        GETZVILLE 2 
KAPOLCZYNSKI CONSULTING  
ROSE 4 
KATZ MEDIA GROUP 2 
KC STRATEGIES 4 
KEMP ADVERTISING 4 
KEY REACTIONS 4 
KEYSTONE REPORT 2 
KICK FACTORY 2 
KING STRATEGIC COMPANY 4 
KING5 2 
KJA INVESTMENTS 1 
KOS MEDIA 2 
KRQE 2 
KULLY HALL 4 
KYZLE 1 
LAGNIAPPE COMPANY GROUP 5 
LANDMARK COMPANY 2 
LAS VEGAS REVIEWJOURNAL 2 
LAST WORD STRATEGIES 4 
LATIN INSIGHTS 2 
LCM STRATEGIES 4 
LEFT ANGLE MEDIA 5 
LEGION DIGITAL OUTDOOR 2 
LIBERTY CONCEPTS 4 
LINCOLN STRATEGY GROUP 4 
LINK STRATEGIES 4 
LIQUIDUS MARKETING 5 
LITTLE BONANZA 
PRODUCTIONS 2 
LITTLEFIELD CONSULTING 4 
LIVE NATION 2 
LIVEINTENT 2 
LN CONSULTING 1 
LOCKER DOME 3 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 2 
LOTAME SOLUTIONS 2 
LOTTSFELDT STRATEGIES 4 
LOUDDOOR 2 
LOUDOUN TIMES 2 
LUKENS COMPANY 4 
M+R STRATEGIC SERVICES 4 
MACK SUMNER COMPANY 4 
MACWILLIAMS KIRCHNER 
SANDERS  PARTNERS 4 
MAGIC BOX GROUP 4 
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MAGNUS SHORR JOHNSON 4 
MAIL MEDIA CORPORATION 2 
MAILCHIMP 3 
MAIN STREET COMPANY 4 
MAJORITY STRATEGIES 4 
MAMMEN GROUP 4 
MAMMOTH MARKETING 
GROUP 4 
MANDATE MEDIA 4 
MANITOU MEDIA 5 
MARAVICH ASSOCIATES 4 




MARKETEL MEDIA 5 
MARKETING COMPANY 
SERVICES 1 
MARKETRON TVSCAN 2 
MARY LEIGH HENNEBERRY 
DBA DEZIGNAMO 4 
MASSIVE ORPORATED 2 
MASTER PLAN 1 




MCCLUNG COMPANY AND 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 4 
MCKINNON PUBLISHING CO 2 
MDIGITAL CONSULTING 
SERVICES 1 
MDSA STRATEGIC COMPANY 5 
MEDIA BABY 2 
MEDIA GROUP OF AMERICA 4 
MEDIA PLACEMENT 
SERVICES 5 
MEDIA PLUS 4 
MEDIA STRATEGIES AND 
RESEARCH 4 
MEK DESIGN 4 
MENTZER MEDIA SERVICES 4 
MERC STRATEGY GROUP 4 
MERCURY 4 
MERIDIAN CENTRAL 4 
MICROSOFT ADS 3 





MISSION CONTROL 4 
MISSION PUBLIC AFFAIRS 4 
MLB ADVANCED MEDIA LP 
OPERATING ACCOUNT 2 
MOBILEWALLA 2 
MOMENTUM COMPANY 5 
MONAHAN MARKETING 1 
MONSTER 2 
MONSTER MEDIA WORKS 1 
MONTGOMERY ADVERTISER 2 
MONTREAT COLLEGE 2 
MONUMENT OPTIMIZATION 4 
MORADO  ASSOCIATES 5 
MORTIMORE PRODUCTIONS 2 
MOSAIC 4 
MOTHER JONES 2 
MOTHERSHIP STRATEGIES 4 
MOUNTAINTOP MEDIA 2 
MOXIE MEDIA 4 
MSHC PARTNERS 4 
MSR STRATEGIES 2 
MTV NETWORKS 2 
MULLEN  COMPANY 1 
MUNDY KATOWITZ MEDIA 4 
COMPANY COUNSEL 5 
MUNITY CONNECT 2 
MURPHY VOGEL ASKEW 
REILLY 4 




NATIONAL JOURNAL 4 




NEQUITY PARTNERS 5 
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NETBENEFITS 1 
NEW BLUE INTERACTIVE 4 
NEW JERSEY ONLINE 2 
NEW MEDIA CAMPAIGNS 4 
NEW MEDIA FIRM 4 
NEW MEDIA STRATEGIES 4 
NEW ORLEANS NET 2 
NEW PARTNERS 4 
NEW REPUBLICAN 2 




NEXTGEN PERSUASION 4 
NGP SOFTWARE 2 
NGP VAN 2 
NING 3 
NOISEWORKS MEDIA 4 




OCTAGON STRATEGY GROUP 4 
ODD LAMPS 4 
ODESK 2 
OGILVY PUBLIC RELATIONS 
WORLDWIDE 5 
OH MUST YOU PRODUCTIONS 2 
OLDMIXON HILL 4 
OMEGA LIST 2 
ON 3 PUBLIC RELATIONS 4 
ON AXIS PRODUCTIONS 2 
ON MESSAGE 4 
ONE SPARK MARKETING 5 
OPEN LEFT 2 
ORANGE HAT GROUP 4 
ORION STRATEGIES 4 
ORP FEDERAL ACCOUNT 1 
OUR REBELLION MEDIA 1 
OUTLAW MEDIA 4 
OVERFLOW COMPANY   
BOOKS 4 
OXFORD STREET STRATEGIES 4 
PACWEST COMPANY 4 
PAJAMAS MEDIA 2 




PASS MEDIA GROUP 5 
PASSCODE CREATIVE 4 
PATCH MEDIA 2 
PATRIOT CONTACT 1 
PATRIOT GAMES 4 
PAULE CONSULTING 5 
PAULTWO DESIGN 1 
PCMG WEB 2 
PEARSON  COMPANY 2 
PEM MANAGEMENT 1 
PERMISSION DATA 2 
PERSUASION PARTNERS 4 
PETITIVE MEDIA REPORTING 2 
PFP CONSULTING 5 
PHILADELPHIA TRIBUNE 2 
PHILLIP STUTTS  COMPANY 4 
PHOTO DISC 2 
PHX NEW TIMES 2 
PIERRY INTERACTIVE 5 
PINPOINT MEDIA 4 
PLANET OUT 2 
PLATFORMA 2 
PLEX MEDIA 2 
POLACTION 4 
POLIS POLITICAL SERVICES 4 
POLITICAL DATA 2 
POLITICAL MEDIA 4 
POLITICO 2 
POLITICS WNY 1 
PONTIFLEX 3 
PORTAL A LIMITED 2 
POST PUBLISHING 2 
POUND FEINSTEIN  
ASSOCIATES 4 
POWERTHRU 4 
PR LOOP 5 
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PRAETORIAN PUBLIC 
RELATIONS 4 
PRECISION MEDIA  PUBLIC 
RELATIONS 4 
PRECISION NETWORK 3 
PRECISION STRATEGIES 4 
PREMIERE POLITICAL 4 
PRESSFLEX 2 
PRETTYBIRD 2 
PREVAIL STRATEGIES 4 
PRIME STRATEGY 
CONSULTING 5 
PRISM COMPANY 4 
PROGRESSIVE DIGITAL 2 
PROGRESSIVE PST 2 
PROSPER GROUP 4 
PROSPERO LATINO 4 
PRPR 5 
PUBLIC OPINION STRATEGIES 2 




PULSE 360 3 
PULSE RED COMPANY 1 
PURE MARKETING 1 
PUSH DIGITAL 4 
QEV ANALYTICS 2 
QUANTUM MARKETING 
GROUP 2 
QUANTUM COMPANY LTD 4 
QUATTRO WIRELESS 3 
QUIGO ADSONAR 3 
R STRATEGY GROUP 4 
R STREET FILMS 1 
RACANTEUR MEDIA 4 
RACINE JOURNAL TIMES 2 
RADIO FARGOMOORHEAD 2 
RAIDIOUS 5 
RAISEDIGITAL 4 
RALSTON LAPP MEDIA 4 
RAY DIGITAL 1 
REACH LOCAL 5 
REAL TIMES 2 
REBECCA HAGELIN 
COMPANY 4 
RECIPROCAL RESULTS 4 
RED CREEK MEDIA 1 
RED EDGE 4 
RED EYE PROFESSIONAL POST 2 
RED HORSE STRATEGIES 4 
RED MAVERICK MEDIA 4 
RED METRICS 4 
RED RIGHT STRATEGIES 4 
RED SEA 4 
REDIRECT 3 
REDPRINT STRATEGY 4 
REDWAVE DIGITAL 4 
REIGNITE 1 




RESULTS PLUS CONSULTING 2 
REVOLUTION 4 
REVOLUTION ADVERTISING 1 
REVOLUTION AGENCY 1 
REVOLUTION MESSAGING 4 
REVOLVIS 4 
RI FUTURE 2 
RICHARD SALES MEDIA 4 
RICK LANCE STUDIO 2 
RICK REED MEDIA 4 
RIDDERBRADEN 4 
RIGHT GROUP CONSULTING 1 
RIGHT MEDIA 2 
RIGHT TARGET STRATEGIES 1 
RIGHTS GROUP 1 
RIO GRANDE GUARDIAN 2 
RISING TIDE INTERACTIVE 4 
RMEDIA PARTNERS 5 
RMS INTERACTIVE 4 
ROCK COAST MEDIA 5 
ROCKETFUEL 2 
ROLLINS COMPANY 5 
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ROOTSHQ 2 
ROUNDTABLE STRATEGIES 4 
RSM 1 
RUSSO MARSH  ASSOCIATES 4 
S3 MEDIA 5 
SABER COMPANY 1 
SADLER STRATEGIC MEDIA 4 
SAINT LOUIS POST DISPATCH 2 
SALEM RADIO NETWORK 2 
SANDLER INNOCENZI 4 
SANTA BARBARA VIEW 1 
SARASOTA HERALD TRIBUNE 2 
SARKES TARZIAN 2 
SAVANNA COMPANY 4 
SAWYER STUDIOS 5 
SCANSCOUT 3 
SCHUBERT FLINT 5 
SCHWA WEB WORKS 5 
SCORE 2 
SCOTT HOWELL  COMPANY 4 
SCOTTE SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 5 
SCREEN STRATEGIES MEDIA 4 
SCRIPPS TREASURE COAST 2 
SCVTV 2 
SEACOAST NEWSPAPER 2 
SEED 1 




SERMO DIGITAL 4 
SEVEN DAYS 2 
SEVENTH POINT 5 
SF CHRONICLE 2 
SHAREPROGRESS 4 
SHARK TANK MEDIA 2 
SHIFT LABS 1 
SHOJEN 1 
SIERRA NV MEDIA GROUP 2 
SIGNIFIED MEDIA GROUP 4 
SILENTALE 2 
SKD KNICKERBOCKER 4 





SMART MEDIA GROUP 4 
SMILEY MEDIA 2 
SMOOT TEWES GROUP 4 
SNAP 3 
SNYDER INTERACTIVE 4 
SOCIAL STREAM MEDIA 2 
SOCIALITICAL 4 
SOCIALLY AWKWARD 1 
SOLIDARITY STRATEGIES 4 
SOMETHING ELSE 
STRATEGIES 4 
SOPHIST FILMS 2 
SPECIFIC MEDIA 3 
SPECTRUM REACH 2 
SPOTON ADS 4 
SPOTXCHANGE 3 
SRCP MEDIA 4 
SSC STRATEGIES 4 
ST JULIEN COMPANY GROUP 5 
STANTON STREET 
TECHNOLOGY GROUP 5 











STRATEGIC MEDIA 21 2 
STRATEGIC MEDIA 
PLACEMENT 4 
STRATEGIC MEDIA SERVICES 1 
STRATEGIC NATIONAL 4 
STRATEGIC PARTNERS  
MEDIA 4 
STRATEGIC PERCEPTION 4 
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STRATEGICIMPACT 4 
STRATEGY 99 1 
STRUBLE EICHENBAUM 
COMPANY 4 
STUDIO Z RECORDING 2 
STUMBLEUPON 2 
STUTZMAN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 4 
SUDDENLINK MEDIA 2 
SUN MOUNTAIN MEDIA 
SERVICES 5 
SUNSHINE STATE COMPANY 1 
SURVEY USA 2 




SYM D 1 
SYNDICATE PICTURES 5 
SYNOVATION SOLUTIONS 5 
TABCOMPANY 4 
TALBOT DIGITAL 4 
TALENT PAYMASTER 2 
TALL GIRLS DESIGN 5 
TALL GRASS DIGITAL 5 
TAPROOT CREATIVE 5 
TARGET ENTERPRISES 4 
TARGETED CREATIVE M 4 
TARGETED VICTORY 4 
TATANGO 3 
TBI ADVERTISING 5 
TBS 2 
TCV MEDIA 5 
TEA PARTY NEWS NETWORK 2 
TEAMBLUE POLITICS 4 
TERAKEET CORPORATION 5 
TERRA ECLIPSE 2 
TEXAS INSIDER 2 
THE ABBI AGENCY 5 
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY 2 
THE AUDIENCE  CO PERRY 
NEIDORF  GRASSL LLP 1 
THE B GILL GROUP 4 
THE BEANWALKER 2 
THE CAMPAIGN GROUP 4 
THE CAMPAIGN NETWORK 4 
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE 2 
THE COURIER 2 
THE DAILY CALLER 2 
THE DAILY REPUBLICAN 
NEWS PAPER 2 
THE DOVER GROUP 4 
THE EDGE IDEAS 5 
THE FACTOR 4 
THE FAYETTEVILLE 
OBSERVER 2 
THE FORMA GROUP 4 
THE HERALD GROUP 4 
THE JOURNAL NEWS 2 
THE JOURNAL REGISTER 
COMPANY 2 
THE MACE GROUP 1 
THE MILLER GROUP 1 
THE MUSE MARKETING 5 
THE NATION COMPANY LP 2 
THE NEW REPUBLIC 2 
THE NEWS  OBSERVER 2 
THE OTHER 98 2 
THE PARKSIDE GROUP 4 
THE PEOPLES EMAIL 
NETWORK 2 
THE POLITICAL FIRM 4 
THE PUBLIC SOCIETY 2 
THE RESUMATOR 0176 2 
THE SCHUMAN GROUP 4 
THE STONERIDGE GROUP 4 
THE TIBER GROUP 5 
THE TRADE DESK 3 
THE TUCKER GROUP 4 
THE VOICE 1 
THE VOYAGEUR COMPANY 4 
THE WEATHER CHANNEL 
INTERACTIVE 2 
THIRD PLANET VIDEO 2 
THOMAS GRAPHICS 2 
THOUGHTWORKS 2 
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TIDEWATER STRATEGIES 4 
TIGERM 1 
TIME 2 
TIME OF DAY MEDIA 4 
TIMES HERALD RECORD 2 
TIPPING POINT MUNICAT 5 
TIPPING POINT STRATEGIES 4 
TJS STRATEGIC 1 
TMA DIRECT 4 
TOKEN MEDIA 2 
TOWNHALL 2 
TOWNNEWS 2 
TRAFALGAR GROUP 2 
TREEHORN 1 
TREMOR MEDIA 3 
TRENDPO 4 
TRI ASSOCIATES 4 
TRILOGY 4 




TUSK DIGITAL 4 
TV3 GLOBAL 5 
TWITTER 3 
TZU MAHAN CO VERNON 
ROBINSON 4 
UNC CHAR UNVTIMES INT 1 
UNDER THE POWER LINES 4 









UPSTREAM COMPANY 4 
US DATA CORPORATION 4 
USA TODAY 2 
UTAH POLICY 2 
VANTAGE LOCAL 5 
VELOCITY SERVICES 1 
VENDORCLICK MEDIA 1 
VERACITY MEDIA 4 
VERALITH 2 
VERIO 2 
VERTICAL STRATEGIES 4 
VERUS STRATEGIES 1 
VERVE 1 
VIBRANT MEDIA 0051   NEW 
YORK 2 
VICI MEDIA GROUP 4 
VICTORY 1 
VICTORY ENGINE 5 
VICTORY ENTERPRISES 4 




W3BG WEB GROUP 1 
WALLINES 1 
WAOW 2 
WARNER BROS DIGITAL 
MEDIA SAL WARNER BROS 
ENTERTAINMENT 2 
WARRIOR MEDIA GROUP 4 
WARTY GAME 1 
WASHINGTON POLITICAL 
GROUP 4 
WASHINGTON POST 2 
WASHINGTON TIMES 2 
WATERFRONT STRATEGIES 4 
WAVELENGTH COMPANY 4 
WCTV 2 
WE BUILD YOUR SOCIAL 
MEDIA WBYSM 5 
WEBCASTING TV 2 
WEBPENCIL 2 
WEBSTRONG 4 
WELL  LIGHTHOUSE 4 
WELLS PRINT AND DIGITAL 
SERVICES 2 
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WERPOLITICS 1 
WEST VIRGINIA MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 1 
WESTWORD 2 
WHESTER STAR 1 
WHOLECROWD 5 
WILDFIRE 2 
WILSONGRAND COMPANY 4 
WIN RIGHT DATA COMPANY 2 
WINNING MARK 4 
WIRED FOR CHANGE 1 
WITHAM AND DICKEY 2 
WORLD JOURNAL 2 
WP BLOGADS 3 
WRIGHT STRATEGIES 4 
WRIGHTS PRINTING  
MARKETING LLP 2 
WRITING SPIDER 5 
WSAW TV 2 
WWLTV 2 
WWP STRATEGIES 4 
XOMATECH ENTERPRISES 2 
YAHOO 3 
YELLOW HOUSE CONSULTING 4 
YOUTUBE 3 
YP ADVERTISING 2 
YUME 1 
ZILLOW 2 
STARBOARD STRATEGIC 4 
JOB 2 
ASK 2 
VALUE CLICK MEDIA 3 
IAC SEARCH  MEDIA 3 
KICKSTAND STUDIO 5 
SEMO DIGITAL 1 
REV 1 

























































ID Name Type Partisanship 
C00501452  AMERICAN WAY - DURANT 2012; THE CAN REP 
C00562322 
 BEACH DISTRICT WIEDER TO CONGRESS WIN IN 2014 
COMMITTEE; THE CAN OTH 
C00385526  RICHARD BURR COMMITTEE; THE CAN REP 
C00005462 10TH DISTRICT REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00523001 18-24 PAC OTH 
C00555524 18-29 PAC PAC OTH 
C00508200 1911 UNITED PAC OTH 
C00230342 21ST CENTURY DEMOCRATS PAC DEM 
C00567800 314 PAC PAC OTH 
C00504241 9-9-9 FUND PAC OTH 
C00589507 AAPI VICTORY FUND, INC. PAC OTH 
C00493379 ABEL MALDONADO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00495531 ADAM HASNER FOR US HOUSE CAN REP 
C00580282 ADAMS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00599944 ADRIAN GARCIA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00412890 ADRIAN SMITH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00386110 ADVANCING CONSERVATIVE ENTERPRISES PAC CAN REP 
C00558304 AELEA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C90016106 
AFL-CIO COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL EDUCATION TREASURY 
FUND PAC OTH 
C90015140 AFT SOLIDARITY PAC OTH 
C00550103 AIMEE BELGARD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00608422 AJ KERN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00480384 AL FRANKEN FOR SENATE 2014 CAN DEM 
C00396028 AL GREEN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00464586 AL RAMIREZ FOR US SENATE 2010 CAN REP 
C00044776 ALABAMA REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00550574 ALAS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00191247 ALASKA DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00458059 ALASKANS FOR BEGICH 2014 CAN DEM 
C00012229 ALASKANS FOR DON YOUNG CAN REP 
C00619569 ALEX MERCED FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00459586 ALEXI FOR ILLINOIS  CAN DEM 
C00546150 ALIETA ECK FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00547083 ALISON FOR KENTUCKY CAN OTH 
C00564013 ALLIANCE FOR A BETTER MINNESOTA FEDERAL PAC PAC OTH 
  59 
C00569343 ALLIANCE FOR A BETTER RHODE ISLAND PAC OTH 
C00389197 ALLYSON SCHWARTZ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00618843 ALTERNATIVEPAC PAC OTH 
C00613083 AMADOR 4 CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00377002 AMERICA FIRST NATIONAL COMMITTEE PAR OTH 
C90014788 AMERICA INC. PAC OTH 
C00559898 AMERICA INNOVATES PAC OTH 
C00521831 AMERICA IS GREAT PAC PAC OTH 
C00573055 AMERICA LEADS PAC OTH 
C00525618 AMERICA SHINING PAC OTH 
C00627703 AMERICA TOGETHER INC PAC OTH 
C00560383 AMERICA UNLEASHED SUPER PAC PAC OTH 
C90016932 AMERICA WORKING TOGETHER PAC OTH 
C00532572 AMERICA'S LIBERTY PAC PAC OTH 
C90015678 AMERICA'S RENEWABLE FUTURE INC PAC OTH 
C90012170 AMERICA'S VOICE PAC OTH 
C00574475 AMERICA'S YOUTH PAC PAC OTH 
C90011230 AMERICAN ACTION NETWORK INC PAC OTH 
C90011578 AMERICAN CHEMISTRY COUNCIL, INC PAC OTH 
C00343459 AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATION PAC PAC OTH 
C00547265 AMERICAN COMMITMENT ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00487363 AMERICAN CROSSROADS PAC OTH 
C30001176 AMERICAN ENERGY ALLIANCE PAC OTH 
C90015256 AMERICAN FAMILY VOICES PAC OTH 
C00011114 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE COUNTY & MUNICIPAL 
EMPLOYEES  P E O P L E PAC OTH 
C90011172 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL 
EMPLOYEES AFL-CIO PAC OTH 
C00028860 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFL-CIO COMMITTEE 
ON POLITICAL EDUCATION PAC OTH 
C90011677 AMERICAN FUTURE FUND PAC OTH 
C00449926 AMERICAN FUTURE FUND POLITICAL ACTION PAC OTH 
C00548867 AMERICAN HEARTLAND PAC PAC OTH 
C00619577 AMERICAN HORIZONS PAC PAC OTH 
C00106146 AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION PAC PAC OTH 
C00496596 AMERICAN LANDSCAPE PAC; THE PAC OTH 
C00488304 AMERICAN LEGACY POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00545798 AMERICAN LIBERTY PAC PAC OTH 
C99002396 AMERICAN POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00492124 AMERICAN PRIDE PAC PAC OTH 
C00492579 AMERICAN PRINCIPLES PAC OTH 
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C00255752 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIOLOGISTS POLITICAL 
ACTION COMMITTEE (ASA PAC) PAC OTH 
C00509455 AMERICAN SUNRISE PAC OTH 
C00523589 AMERICAN UNITY PAC INC PAC OTH 
C90016155 AMERICAN WIND ACTION PAC OTH 
C00511915 AMERICAN WORKING FAMILIES PAC OTH 
C00624692 AMERICANS DESERVE BETTER PAC, INC PAC OTH 
C00514224 AMERICANS FOR ACCOUNTABILITY IN LEADERSHIP PAC OTH 
C00562413 AMERICANS FOR COMMON SENSE PAC OTH 
C90011669 AMERICANS FOR JOB SECURITY PAC OTH 
C00405878 AMERICANS FOR LEGAL IMMIGRATION PAC PAC OTH 
C00472050 AMERICANS FOR MURRAY CAN REP 
C00485821 AMERICANS FOR NEW LEADERSHIP PAC OTH 
C00545590 AMERICANS FOR PROGRESSIVE ACTION PAC OTH 
C90013285 AMERICANS FOR PROSPERITY PAC OTH 
C00542902 AMERICARISINGPAC.ORG PAC OTH 
C00271338 AMERIPAC: THE FUND FOR A GREATER AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00582296 AMIE HOEBER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00496760 AMODEI FOR NEVADA CAN REP 
C00603738 ANDE FOR MAINE CAN REP 
C00352849 ANDER PAC PAC REP 
C00511980 ANDREI FOR ARIZONA CAN DEM 
C00434852 ANDREW MARTIN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00467571 ANDY BARR FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN REP 
C00589887 ANDY CRAIG FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00552604 ANDY WHALLON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00471722 ANDY WILSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00612390 ANGEL CARDENAS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00597682 ANGEL ROSA COMISIONADO RESIDENTE CAN DEM 
C00505909 ANGELA ZIMMANN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00516047 ANGUS KING FOR U.S. SENATE CAMPAIGN CAN OTH 
C00495846 ANN WAGNER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00480251 ANNA C LITTLE FOR CONGRESS INC CAN REP 
C00258475 ANNA ESHOO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00547539 ANNETTE BOSWORTH MD FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00561043 ANTHONY E WILKINSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00461087 ANTHONY WOODS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00546507 APPEL FOR IOWA, INC. CAN DEM 
C00498402 ARCHER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C90016940 ARIZONA ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT PAC OTH 
C00166710 ARIZONA DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
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C00558445 ARIZONA GRASSROOTS ACTION PAC PAC OTH 
C00008227 ARIZONA REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00495630 ARIZONA SUNRISE PAC CAN REP 
C00559252 ART MOORE FOR CONGRESS 2014 CAN REP 
C00447656 ASHLEY CASEY FOR CONGRESS LLC CAN OTH 
C90013798 ASSOCIATED BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS INC. PAC OTH 
C00431023 AUDACITY PAC PAC OTH 
C00577536 AUGUST WOLF FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00482737 AUSTIN SCOTT FOR CONGRESS INC CAN REP 
C90016213 AVAAZ FOUNDATION PAC OTH 
C00567982 B-PAC PAC OTH 
C00591214 BABY GOT PAC PAC OTH 
C00410118 BACHMANN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00497511 BACHMANN FOR PRESIDENT CAN REP 
C00495614 BALDERAS FOR NEW MEXICO CAN DEM 
C00543702 BALKEMA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00331769 BARBARA LEE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00543074 BARFIELD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00577353 BARRAGAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00508648 BARRY ELLSWORTH FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00582528 BARTLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00574731 BARVE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00545400 BATTLE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00541391 BATTLEGROUND TEXAS PAC OTH 
C00515106 BEAVEN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00264101 BECERRA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00611442 BEGAY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00571711 BELIEVE AGAIN PAC OTH 
C00550434 BELLOWS FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00393512 BEN CHANDLER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00432401 BEN NELSON 2012 CAN DEM 
C00547976 BEN SASSE FOR U.S. SENATE, INC. CAN REP 
C00602573 BEN WEST FOR OREGON CAN REP 
C90016072 BEND THE ARC JEWISH ACTION INC PAC OTH 
C00476325 BENISHEK FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN REP 
C00458398 BENNET FOR COLORADO CAN DEM 
C00461061 BERA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00496703 BERG FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00614214 BERGMANFORCONGRESS CAN REP 
C00325738 BERKLEY FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
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C00440388 BERKOWITZ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00147686 BERMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00461053 BERNIER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00471789 BERT MIZUSAWA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00627257 BERYL BILLIOT CAMPAIGN FUND CAN OTH 
C00459735 BETH KROM FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00501197 BETO FOR TEXAS CAN DEM 
C00510065 BIELAT FOR CONGRESS 2012 CAN REP 
C00610451 BIGGS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00408534 BILIRAKIS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00469841 BILL BINNIE FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00616771 BILL BURKE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00451807 BILL CASSIDY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00543983 BILL CASSIDY FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00472241 BILL FLORES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00435099 BILL FOSTER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00457945 BILL WHITE FOR TEXAS CAN DEM 
C00473496 BILLY KENNEDY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00460063 BILLY LONG FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C90011420 BIPAC - BUSINESS INSTITUTE FOR POLITICAL ANALYSIS PAC OTH 
C00552570 BIRCHER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00549188 BIRMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00560599 BLACK CONSERVATIVES FUND PAC OTH 
C00609388 BLACK PAC PAC OTH 
C00458679 BLAINE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00558189 BLAKEMAN 2014 INC. CAN OTH 
C00466938 BLATT FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00478172 BLEDSOE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00516641 BLOOMFIELD FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00427617 BLUE AMERICA PAC PAC OTH 
C00487827 
BLUE AMERICA PAC INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE 
COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00543926 BLUM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00307314 BLUMENAUER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00410225 BOB CASEY FOR PENNSYLVANIA COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00431056 BOB CASEY FOR SENATE INC CAN DEM 
C00430462 BOB CORKER FOR SENATE 2018 INC CAN REP 
C00553818 BOB DINGETHAL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00509836 BOB DUTTON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00311555 BOB ETHERIDGE FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00468348 BOB GIUDA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00560755 BOB GOODRICH DEMOCRAT FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00602953 BOB POE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00586651 BOB SEAY FOR COLORADO CAN DEM 
C00550673 BOBBY FOR MICHIGAN CAN DEM 
C00435065 BOCCIERI FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00500421 BONAMICI FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00476317 BOOZMAN FOR ARKANSAS CAN REP 
C00549519 BOTELHO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00417154 BOUCHARD FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00394866 BOUSTANY FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00488445 BOWEN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00369256 BOWLING FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00421164 BOWMAN FOR CONGRESS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00574079 BOYCE ADAMS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00513648 BOYD FOR CONGRESS 3 CAN DEM 
C00557181 BRAD ASHFORD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00513788 BRAD MORRIS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00579276 BRAD WINSLOW FOR PRESIDENT CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C90012519 BRADY CAMPAIGN TO PREVENT GUN VIOLENCE INC. PAC OTH 
C00311043 BRADY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00409441 BRALEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00541417 BRALEY FOR IOWA CAN DEM 
C00614628 BRANNON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00544213 BRANNON FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00603571 BRANNON FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00552588 BRENDA LAWRENCE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00300830 BRIAN BILBRAY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00546614 BRIAN FECTEAU FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00612309 BRIAN FRAZIER FOR US CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00469973 BRIAN ROONEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00489690 BRIAN SCHAD FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00588756 BRIAN SIMS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00481671 BRICKLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00469353 BRIDGEWATER FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00548339 BRIGHT FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00569962 BRIGHT STAR PAC PAC OTH 
C00562843 BROOMELL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00495812 BROWER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00416164 BROWN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00556944 BRUCE DAVIS FOR US CONGRESS CAN DEM 
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C00528778 BRUCE MAJORS FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00479519 BRUMBERG FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00492108 BRUNING FOR SENATE INCORPORATED CAN REP 
C00468991 BRUUN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00473686 BRYAN UNDERWOOD FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00602862 BUCHHOLZ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00461368 BUCK FOR COLORADO CAN REP 
C00468256 BUCSHON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00543967 BUDDY CARTER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00617449 BUILDING BRIDGES, NOT WALLS PAC OTH 
C00545673 BYRNE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00523902 CADIEN, TAWANA W. CAN DEM 
C00575688 CAGE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00546077 CAIN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00105668 CALIFORNIA DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00140590 CALIFORNIA REPUBLICAN PARTY FEDERAL ACCT. PAR REP 
C00589317 CALIFORNIA'S NEW FRONTIER PAC OTH 
C00566679 CALIFORNIANS FOR INNOVATION PAC OTH 
C00586883 CALLAHAN FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00405852 CAM CAVASSO FOR U S SENATE CAN REP 
C00544387 CAMPAIGN FOR AMERICAN PRINCIPLES PAC OTH 
C00489617 CAMPAIGN FOR AMERICAN VALUES PAC PAC OTH 
C00562785 CAMPAIGN FOR JOBS AND OPPORTUNITY PAC OTH 
C00502849 CAMPAIGN FOR PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY INC PAC OTH 
C00325076 CAMPAIGN FOR WORKING FAMILIES PAC OTH 
C00616573 CAMPAIGN TO ELECT STEVEN REYNOLDS FOR US CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00473892 CAMPBELL FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00510834 CANDACE DUVAL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00394353 CANSECO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00355461 CANTOR FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00539825 CAPITO FOR WEST VIRGINIA CAN REP 
C00509299 CARGAS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00545384 CARL DEMAIO FOR CONGRESS 2014 CAN REP 
C00547281 CARL DOMINO FOR CONGRESSS CAN REP 
C00499087 CARL WIMMER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00610113 CARLOS BERUFF FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00546846 CARLOS CURBELO CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00469924 CARLY FOR CALIFORNIA INC CAN REP 
C00506022 CARMONA FOR ARIZONA CAN DEM 
C00544635 CAROL PLATT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00419978 CAROL SHEA-PORTER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00603670 CARPENTER FOR SENATE CAN OTH 
C00580647 CARROLL FOR COLORADO CAN DEM 
C00613935 CARTER 2016 CAN REP 
C00509968 CARTWRIGHT FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00515601 CARVIN 2012 CAN REP 
C00578732 CASEY LUCIUS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00585265 CASPER FOR COLORADO CAN REP 
C00410761 CASTOR FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00497933 CASTRO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C90016080 CATALYST OKLAHOMA PAC OTH 
C00575548 CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00448167 CATHOLIC DEMOCRATS POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C90011800 CATHOLICVOTE.ORG PAC OTH 
C00494021 CATHOLICVOTE.ORG CANDIDATE FUND PAC OTH 
C00390476 CATHY MCMORRIS RODGERS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00542779 CE ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00613927 CEAN STEVENS FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00481051 CECE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00394007 CEGELIS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C90009317 CENTER FOR VOTER INFORMATION (CVI) PAC OTH 
C00513226 CHAD LEE FOR CONGRESS,INC. CAN REP 
C00501155 CHAD WILBANKS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00589101 CHAPPELLE-NADAL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00521757 CHARACTER COUNTS POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00617050 CHARACTER IS ESSENTIAL PAC (CIE PAC) PAC OTH 
C00483057 CHARD REID FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00592360 CHARLENE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00522029 CHARLES MALONE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00462135 CHARLIE CRIST FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00554758 CHARLIE HARDY FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00397034 CHARLIE MELANCON CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE INC CAN DEM 
C00365536 CHC BOLD PAC PAC OTH 
C00568907 CHERNY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00240465 CHET EDWARDS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00628255 CHINESE AMERICANS FOR KEEPING AMERICA GREAT PAC OTH 
C00415828 CHIVUKULA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00474395 CHRIS COX FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00431379 CHRIS DODD FOR PRESIDENT INC CAN DEM 
C00448068 CHRIS DYER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00500918 CHRIS FIELDS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00477984 CHRIS GIBSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00435776 CHRIS PEDEN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00586362 CHRIS VANCE FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00495598 CHRISTIE VILSACK FOR IOWA CAN DEM 
C00529701 CHRISTIFIDELES PAC PAC OTH 
C00518670 CHRISTOPHER R WIGHT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00495226 CHUCK WILLIAMS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00476564 CICILLINE COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00558601 CICOTTE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00467449 CITIZENS FOR ALAN KHAZEI CAN DEM 
C00619320 CITIZENS FOR BONGINO CAN REP 
C00543363 CITIZENS FOR BOYLE CAN DEM 
C00515346 CITIZENS FOR CONSERVATIVE LEADERSHIP, INC. PAC OTH 
C00166827 CITIZENS FOR HARKIN CAN DEM 
C00522730 CITIZENS FOR JOE MILLER CAN OTH 
C00486902 CITIZENS FOR JOHN HAGER CAN OTH 
C00494930 CITIZENS FOR JOSH MANDEL INC CAN REP 
C00538637 CITIZENS FOR MICHAEL WAGER CAN DEM 
C00514588 CITIZENS FOR MIKE ASSAD CAN REP 
C90014838 CITIZENS FOR RESPONSIBLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS INC. PAC OTH 
C00437251 CITIZENS FOR ROBERT ABBOUD CAN DEM 
C00488429 CITIZENS FOR STRENGTH AND SECURITY PAC PAC OTH 
C00107003 CITIZENS FOR TOM PETRI CAN REP 
C00295527 CITIZENS UNITED POLITICAL VICTORY FUND PAC OTH 
C00550566 CIVIC INNOVATION USA INC PAC OTH 
C00556092 CLAY AIKEN FOR NORTH CAROLINA CAN DEM 
C00605659 CLAY COPE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00592014 CLEAN SLATE BALTIMORE PAC PAC OTH 
C00605410 CLIMATE CHAMPIONS PAC PAC OTH 
C00548461 CLIMATE HAWKS VOTE POLITICAL ACTION PAC OTH 
C00456244 CLOUD FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE, INC. CAN REP 
C90009945 CLUB FOR GROWTH PAC OTH 
C00487470 CLUB FOR GROWTH ACTION PAC OTH 
C00558106 COAKLEY FOR CONGRESS ELECTION COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00617258 COALITION FOR PROGRESSIVE LEADERSHIP PAC OTH 
C00493486 COALITION OF AMERICANS FOR POLITICAL EQUALITY PAC OTH 
C00409888 COBURN FOR SENATE 2010 CAN OTH 
C00570457 COFFMAN FOR CONGRESS 2016 CAN REP 
C00422980 COHEN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
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C00548537 COHN FOR CONGRESS 2014 CAN DEM 
C00557108 COLE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00608968 COLE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00555615 COLLECTIVE ACTIONS PAC PAC OTH 
C00401661 COLLESANO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00592055 COLM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00552273 COLONEL CONRAD REYNOLDS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00161786 COLORADO DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C90016585 COLORADO PEOPLE'S ACTION PAC OTH 
C00033134 COLORADO REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00428557 COLOROFCHANGE PAC PAC OTH 
C00514109 COMBE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00588764 COMER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00323352 COMMITTEE FOR A LIVABLE FUTURE PAC OTH 
C00592683 COMMITTEE FOR MARYLAND'S PROGRESS PAC OTH 
C00569046 COMMITTEE FOR VICTOR SANCHEZ WILLIAMS CAN DEM 
C00626119 
COMMITTEE FOR WORKING FAMILIES, SPONSORED BY THE 
CALIFORNIA LABOR FEDERATION, AFL-CIO PAC OTH 
C00424713 COMMITTEE TO ELECT ALAN GRAYSON CAN DEM 
C00610204 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CAMACHO FOR CONGRESS 2016 CAN REP 
C00574913 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CHARLES S. FADDIS CAN REP 
C00517904 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CHARLIE SUMMERS CAN REP 
C00614891 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CHASE IRON EYES TO CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00411660 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CHRIS MURPHY CAN DEM 
C00476754 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CHRISTOPHER STOUT CAN DEM 
C00553842 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CLEARY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00612366 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CLINT TRIBBLE CAN REP 
C00540641 COMMITTEE TO ELECT CURTIS BOSTIC CAN REP 
C00499707 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DAN DOLAN CAN REP 
C00524298 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DAN FISHMAN CAN OTH 
C00498170 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DAN SEBRING FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00572594 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DARRYL GLENN CAN REP 
C00612382 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DAVID A. ROSA CAN REP 
C00483552 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DAVID SEGAL CAN DEM 
C00498287 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DELEGATES PAC OTH 
C00424739 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DIANE BENSON FOR CONGRESS; THE CAN DEM 
C00548776 
COMMITTEE TO ELECT DIRK S ADAMS A MONTANA 
RANCHER TO THE US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00462531 COMMITTEE TO ELECT DR GREG RABIDOUX CAN DEM 
C00566828 COMMITTEE TO ELECT ED RABEL TO CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00508705 COMMITTEE TO ELECT ERNIE BELTZ JR FOR US CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00572693 COMMITTEE TO ELECT EVERETT STERN TO SENATE CAN REP 
C00165241 COMMITTEE TO ELECT GARY L. ACKERMAN, INC. CAN DEM 
C00503656 COMMITTEE TO ELECT JACK ARNOLD CAN OTH 
C00472381 
COMMITTEE TO ELECT JAMES E BUCKMASTER TO US SENATE 
2010 CAN DEM 
C00556571 COMMITTEE TO ELECT JEFF PHILLIPS CAN REP 
C00484758 COMMITTEE TO ELECT JESUS C BORJA CAN DEM 
C00415414 COMMITTEE TO ELECT JOHN JACOB CAN REP 
C00498329 COMMITTEE TO ELECT JOHN RUSSELL TO CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00483321 COMMITTEE TO ELECT KELLY NGUYEN CAN REP 
C00608737 COMMITTEE TO ELECT MARK A. HUNT FOR CONGRESS 2016 CAN DEM 
C00607770 COMMITTEE TO ELECT MARK ALLIEGRO CAN REP 
C00574939 COMMITTEE TO ELECT MARK ARNESS TO CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00625608 COMMITTEE TO ELECT MATT WITTLIEF FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00420729 COMMITTEE TO ELECT MICHAEL CHARLES SMITH CAN REP 
C00551523 COMMITTEE TO ELECT MICHAEL COLE DISTRICT 14 CAN DEM 
C00449397 COMMITTEE TO ELECT NATHAN BECH; THE CAN REP 
C00416438 COMMITTEE TO ELECT OZ BENGUR CAN DEM 
C00417709 COMMITTEE TO ELECT RICHARD WRIGHT CAN DEM 
C00523167 COMMITTEE TO ELECT RICK MURPHY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00622068 COMMITTEE TO ELECT ROBERT J. SUTHERLAND CAN REP 
C00589085 COMMITTEE TO ELECT ROY RICH CAN OTH 
C00510412 COMMITTEE TO ELECT SHERIFF MACK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00473777 COMMITTEE TO ELECT STEPHEN A. LABATE, INC. CAN REP 
C00599951 COMMITTEE TO ELECT TOM O'MALLEY CAN REP 
C00554295 COMMITTEE TO ELECT TOM VIGNEULLE CAN REP 
C00620765 COMMITTEE TO ELECT TONY BABAUTA CAN DEM 
C00564740 COMMITTEE TO ELECT VANCE ALM FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00549352 COMMITTEE TO ELECT VANCE MCALLISTER CAN REP 
C00389890 COMMITTEE TO RE-DEFEAT THE PRESIDENT PAC OTH 
C00418293 COMMITTEE TO RE-ELECT HENRY HANK JOHNSON CAN DEM 
C00326264 COMMITTEE TO RE-ELECT LORETTA SANCHEZ CAN DEM 
C00367110 COMMITTEE TO RE-ELECT TRENT FRANKS TO CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00223073 COMMON GOOD FUND PAC DEM 
C00491936 COMMON SENSE COLORADO PAC OTH 
C00488486 
COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA WORKING 
VOICES PAC OTH 
C00575829 COMMUNITY ACTION NOW PAC OTH 
C00612820 COMMUNITY CHANGE VOTERS PAC OTH 
C00554261 COMSTOCK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00525899 CONCERNED AMERICAN VOTERS PAC OTH 
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C00488437 CONCERNED TAXPAYERS OF AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00504530 CONGRESSIONAL LEADERSHIP FUND PAC OTH 
C00013128 CONGRESSMAN WAXMAN CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00615047 CONKLIN4SENATE CAN OTH 
C00167320 CONNECTICUT DEMOCRATIC STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00023838 CONNECTICUT REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00587477 CONNER FOR ARKANSAS CAN DEM 
C00561696 CONNIE JOHNSON FOR OKLAHOMA CAN DEM 
C00445452 CONNOLLY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00569350 
CONSERV AMERICA BUILDING A BRIGHTER FUTURE 
TOGETHER PAC OTH 
C00496505 CONSERVATIVE ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00553313 CONSERVATIVE AMERICA NOW PAC PAC OTH 
C00495010 CONSERVATIVE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00591354 CONSERVATIVE CONGRESS NOW! PAC OTH 
C00602797 CONSERVATIVE FREEDOM FIGHTERS PAC OTH 
C00428839 CONSERVATIVE PRINCIPLES PAC PAC OTH 
C00522045 CONSERVATIVE REPUBLICAN VICTORY PAC PAC OTH 
C00541292 CONSERVATIVE SOLUTIONS PAC PAC OTH 
C00573154 
CONSERVATIVE, AUTHENTIC, RESPONSIVE LEADERSHIP FOR 
YOU AND FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00460766 CONWAY FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00409797 CONYERS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00376665 COOPER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00492116 
COOPERATIVE OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS INDEPENDENT 
EXPENDITURE COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00434472 CORBETT FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00540500 CORY BOOKER FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00499988 COTTON FOR SENATE, INC. CAN REP 
C00566778 COUNTERPAC PAC OTH 
C00587022 COURAGEOUS CONSERVATIVES PAC PAC OTH 
C00506212 COX ALOMAR 2012 INC CAN DEM 
C00540666 COYNE FOR CONGRESS 2014 CAN DEM 
C00509091 CRAIG JAMES FOR UNITED STATES SENATE CAN REP 
C00475707 CRAIG S. MILLER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00555961 CRAMER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00476457 CRANE FOR CONGRESS INC CAN REP 
C00463851 CRANGLE FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00475632 CRAVAACK FOR CONGRESS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00619759 CREATIVE MAJORITY POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00507517 CREDO SUPERPAC PAC OTH 
C00550608 CRESENT HARDY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00614057 CRIS DOSEV FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00521146 CROSSROADS GENERATION PAC OTH 
C90011719 CROSSROADS GRASSROOTS POLICY STRATEGIES PAC OTH 
C00575530 CRUMPTON FOR ALABAMA CAN DEM 
C00007880 CULAC THE PAC OF CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION PAC OTH 
C00343236 CULBERSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00490763 CULP 4 SENATE CAN OTH 
C00471557 CUNNINGHAM FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00607234 CURE 4 LOUISIANA'S FUTURE PAC PAC OTH 
C00554972 CURT CLAWSON- THE OUTSIDER FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00566919 CURT GOTTSHALL CAMPAIGN CAN OTH 
C00465468 CURT PRICE FOR CONGRESS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00614495 CUSE LIBERALS PAC OTH 
C00444612 CYNTHIA DUNBAR FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00342857 DALLAS COUNTY REPUBLICAN PARTY - PRIMARY PAR REP 
C00494880 DAN ADLER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00458760 DAN GELBER FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00509471 DAN LILJENQUIST FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00514885 DAN MATTHEWS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00559393 DAN NEWHOUSE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00417501 DAN SEALS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00588459 DANIEL GIROUX FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00610360 DARIN SMITH FOR WYOMING CAN REP 
C00602847 DARLENE MILLER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00563460 DARREL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00581074 DARREN SOTO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00621052 DARTLAND FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00347476 DAVE CAMP FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00471102 DAVE STOCKDALE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00608091 DAVE WALLACE FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00447730 DAVESFRIENDS CAN OTH 
C00568766 DAVID BROOKS CAMPAIGN CAN OTH 
C00509257 DAVID CLARK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00553164 DAVID M ALAMEEL FOR UNITED STATES SENATE CAN DEM 
C00463752 DAVID MEEKS FOR US HOUSE CAN REP 
C00507665 DAVID ROSA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00551879 DAVID SMITH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00607952 DAVID TRONE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00499103 DAVID WEPRIN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00573196 DAVIES FOR CONGRESS 2016 CAN OTH 
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C00546200 DEAN YOUNG FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00385773 DEBBIE WASSERMAN SCHULTZ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00465534 DEBICELLA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00435628 DEEP STRIKE PAC PAC REP 
C00215905 DEFAZIO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00616128 DEFEND LOUISIANA PAC PAC OTH 
C00593137 DEFEND RURAL ARIZONA PAC PAC OTH 
C00536664 DEFENDERS OF FREEDOM AND SECURITY PAC OTH 
C90007907 DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00540203 DEFENDING MAIN STREET SUPERPAC INC. PAC OTH 
C00547257 DEFRANCO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00573238 DEL BECCARO FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00559021 DEL NORTE REPUBLICAN CENTRAL COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00459099 DELBENE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00621524 DELEGATES UNBOUND PAC PAC OTH 
C00584946 DEMAREE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00370007 DEMOCRACY FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00005561 DEMOCRATIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF FLORIDA PAR DEM 
C00216614 DEMOCRATIC PARTY COMMITTEE ABROAD PAR DEM 
C00624411 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF COLLIN CO 2016 FEDERAL 
COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00161810 DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF NEW MEXICO PAR DEM 
C00188367 DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF OREGON PAR DEM 
C00155952 DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF VIRGINIA PAR DEM 
C00019331 DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF WISCONSIN PAR DEM 
C00211763 DEMOCRATIC STATE COMMITTEE (DELAWARE) PAR DEM 
C00417733 DEMOCRATS FOR EDUCATION REFORM PAC OTH 
C00473272 DENHAM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00591685 DENISE GITSHAM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00510552 DENNIS TESKE FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00472159 DENNY HECK FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00592840 DEREK ARMSTRONG-STONER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00588970 DERLET FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00580746 DERRICK FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00370056 DEVIN NUNES CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00457374 DEVORE FOR CALIFORNIA CAN OTH 
C00503789 DGA ACTION PAC OTH 
C00311639 DIANA DEGETTE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00494906 DIANNE COSTA FOR US CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00520452 DISABLED CITIZENS UNITED PAC OTH 
C00613158 DIXON FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
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C00441451 DJOU FOR HAWAII CAN REP 
C00558833 DJOU HAWAII CAN REP 
C00010603 DNC SERVICES CORP./DEM. NAT'L COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00286500 DOGGETT FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00496851 DOHERTY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00465971 DOLD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00554675 DOMINA FOR NEBRASKA INC CAN DEM 
C00575167 DON BACON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00442160 DON FOR NEW MEXICO CAN DEM 
C00613869 DON STAPLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00580100 DONALD J. TRUMP FOR PRESIDENT, INC. CAN REP 
C00558320 DONALD NORCROSS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00422964 DONNA EDWARDS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00574145 DONNA EDWARDS FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00393652 DONNELLY FOR INDIANA CAN DEM 
C00563205 DOUG DAGGETT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00437145 DOUG DENNENY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00464826 DOUG HOFFMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00509422 DOUG LAMALFA COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00444836 DOUG OSE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00605535 DOUG WRIGHT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00482588 DOUGHERTY SENATE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00550038 DR CHAD MATHIS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00550996 DR MONICA WEHBY FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00554378 DR. ALIETA ECK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00553859 DR. BRIAN BABIN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00610881 DR. GOURON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00542399 DR. LOWRY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00607838 DREW FERGUSON FOR CONGRESS INC. CAN REP 
C00554493 DREW LEAVENS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00042366 DSCC PAR DEM 
C00464339 DUFFY FOR WISCONSIN CAN REP 
C00518134 DUGALD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00433524 DUNCAN D. HUNTER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00468850 DUNMIRE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00103937 EAGLE FORUM PAC PAC OTH 
C00624817 EARN INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS PAC OTH 
C00555649 EBBIN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00618900 ED MALIN FOR CONGRESS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00329292 EDUCATION & OPPORTUNITY FUND II PAC DEM 
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C00624056 EDUCATORS FOR OHIO PAC OTH 
C00473983 EDWARD GONZALEZ FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00543843 EGGMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00473736 ELECT BLAKE FARENTHOLD COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00504845 ELECT CLARK HALL CAN DEM 
C00420901 ELECT KAWANANAKOA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00508580 ELISABETH MOTSINGER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00457028 ELIZABETH AMES JONES FOR TEXAS INC CAN REP 
C00541243 ELIZABETH COLBERT BUSCH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00517359 ELIZABETH CROWLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00505354 ELIZABETH EMKEN FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00500843 ELIZABETH FOR MA, INC CAN DEM 
C00578666 ELIZABETH SCOTT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00422410 ELLISON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00555557 ELSIE FOR MONTANA CAN REP 
C90013244 EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR ISRAEL PAC OTH 
C00193433 EMILY'S LIST PAC OTH 
C00545749 EMMER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00515882 EMPOWER WISCONSIN PAC OTH 
C00573261 END CITIZENS UNITED PAC OTH 
C30001929 ENDING SPENDING INC PAC OTH 
C90014697 ENDING SPENDING INC. PAC OTH 
C00508002 ENDORSE LIBERTY, INC PAC OTH 
C90012162 ENTERPRISE FREEDOM ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C90014895 ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00515437 ENVIRONMENTAL MAJORITY PAC OTH 
C00574814 ERIC HOLCOMB FOR INDIANA CAN REP 
C00580951 ERIC KINGSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00512095 ERIC WEISSMANN.COM CAN REP 
C00545822 ERIKA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00546390 ERIN BILBRAY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00612929 ERIN FOR US CAN DEM 
C00581298 ERIN HOUCHIN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00543918 ERIN MCCLELLAND FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN DEM 
C00489856 ESAFUND PAC OTH 
C00606970 EUGENE YU FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00547158 EUGENE YU FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00556167 EUILLE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00306860 EVAN BAYH COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00550194 EVAN THOMAS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
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C00566208 EVERY VOICE ACTION PAC OTH 
C90015025 EVERYTOWN FOR GUN SAFETY ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00526673 FAIR SHARE ACTION PAC OTH 
C90013855 FAIR WISCONSIN, INC. PAC OTH 
C00277541 FAIRFAX COUNTY DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00277335 FAIRFAX COUNTY REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE (FEDERAL) PAR REP 
C00489625 FAITH FAMILY FREEDOM FUND PAC OTH 
C00466482 FAMILIES FOR JAMES LANKFORD CAN REP 
C00580415 FASO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00441840 FAULK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00466953 FDL ACTION PAC PAC OTH 
C00455923 FEDUP POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE AKA FEDUP PAC PAC OTH 
C90010646 FEMINIST MAJORITY PAC OTH 
C00549279 FIGHT FOR TOMORROW PAC OTH 
C00573014 FIGHTING FOR OHIO FUND PAC OTH 
C00596957 FILAK FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00437210 FIMIAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00464552 FIMIAN FOR CONGRESS 2010 (FIMIAN 2010) CAN REP 
C00467233 FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY PAC PAC REP 
C00610535 FISCHELLA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00554345 FISCHER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00474783 FISHER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00597013 FLEMING FOR LOUISIANA CAN REP 
C00458638 FLERLAGE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00561688 FLINN FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00577270 FLORES FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00620476 FLORIDA FIRST PROJECT PAC OTH 
C00521013 FLORIDA FREEDOM PAC PAC OTH 
C90011438 FLORIDA NEW MAJORITY PAC OTH 
C90012774 FLORIDA WATCH ACTION INC. PAC OTH 
C90008186 FOCUS ON THE FAMILY ACTION PAC OTH 
C90014978 FOOD POLICY ACTION PAC OTH 
C00435529 FOOTLIK FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00409672 FOR AMERICAS REPUBLICAN MAJORITY PAC (FARM PAC) PAC OTH 
C00620971 FOR OUR FUTURE PAC OTH 
C00609172 FORLINI FOR US CAN REP 
C00418111 FORMICOLA FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00412791 FORWARD TOGETHER PAC PAC OTH 
C00611988 FOSTER CAMPBELL FOR THE US SENATE CAN DEM 
C90014879 FOUNDATION FOR ECONOMIC PROSPERITY INC. PAC OTH 
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C00396127 FRANCINE BUSBY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00615195 FRANK ACCAVITTI JR  FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00591743 FRANK FOR FLORIDA CAN DEM 
C00556134 FRANK PEREZ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00608042 FRANK VOLPE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00467993 FRED JOHNSON FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00457994 FREE AMERICAN CITIZENS . ORG PAC OTH 
C00548362 FREEDOM AND OPPORTUNITY PAC INC PAC OTH 
C00465914 FREEDOM AND PROSPERITY PAC PAC OTH 
C00575449 FREEDOM FOR ALL AMERICANS PAC REP 
C00564765 FREEDOM PARTNERS ACTION FUND, INC. PAC OTH 
C00401786 FREEDOM'S DEFENSE FUND PAC OTH 
C00533992 FREEDOMS DEFENSE SUPERFUND PAC OTH 
C00499020 FREEDOMWORKS FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00581033 FREEMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00551275 FRENCH HILL FOR ARKANSAS CAN REP 
C00506931 FRIENDS FOR CHRIS STEWART, INC. CAN REP 
C00458885 FRIENDS FOR DANIEL MONGIARDO CAN DEM 
C00204370 FRIENDS FOR HARRY REID CAN DEM 
C00605493 FRIENDS FOR JOE MCDERMOTT CAN DEM 
C00540815 FRIENDS OF ANDY PATRICK CAN REP 
C00578401 FRIENDS OF ANNA THRONE-HOLST CAN DEM 
C00588244 FRIENDS OF BECKY GERRITSON CAN REP 
C00411330 FRIENDS OF BERNIE SANDERS CAN OTH 
C00521468 FRIENDS OF BILL DRISCOLL CAN REP 
C00510123 FRIENDS OF BILL FRAZIER CAN REP 
C00391151 FRIENDS OF BILL GLUBA CAN DEM 
C00255463 FRIENDS OF BLANCHE LINCOLN CAN OTH 
C00597732 FRIENDS OF BRADY WALKINSHAW CAN DEM 
C00445320 FRIENDS OF BRUCE LUNSFORD CAN DEM 
C00258244 FRIENDS OF BUCK MCKEON CAN REP 
C00318931 FRIENDS OF CAROLYN MCCARTHY CAN DEM 
C00505370 FRIENDS OF CHAUNCEY GOSS CAN REP 
C00591701 FRIENDS OF CHIP EVANS CAN DEM 
C00550657 FRIENDS OF CHRIS MCDANIEL CAN REP 
C00492645 FRIENDS OF CHRIS MURPHY CAN DEM 
C00096412 FRIENDS OF CHRIS SMITH CAN REP 
C00580316 FRIENDS OF CHRISTINA M HARTMAN CAN DEM 
C00576710 FRIENDS OF CJ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00545285 FRIENDS OF COLONEL ROB MANESS CAN REP 
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C00518241 FRIENDS OF CONGRESSMAN STEVE STOCKMAN CAN REP 
C00494468 FRIENDS OF CRAIG HUEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00500611 FRIENDS OF DAKOTA WOOD CAN REP 
C00546564 FRIENDS OF DAN LOGUE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00417550 FRIENDS OF DAN MAFFEI CAN DEM 
C00527457 FRIENDS OF DAVE JOYCE CAN REP 
C00554402 FRIENDS OF DAVE NORMAN CAN REP 
C00397737 FRIENDS OF DAVE REICHERT CAN REP 
C00461657 FRIENDS OF DAVID HARMER CAN REP 
C00551572 FRIENDS OF DAVID JOLLY CAN REP 
C00477646 FRIENDS OF DAVID MADEIRA CAN REP 
C00540617 FRIENDS OF DAVID SCHWEIKERT CAN REP 
C00520080 FRIENDS OF DEMOCRACY PAC OTH 
C00581926 FRIENDS OF DENA CAN DEM 
C00148999 FRIENDS OF DICK DURBIN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00286856 FRIENDS OF DOC HASTINGS PAC REP 
C00555888 FRIENDS OF DON BEYER CAN DEM 
C00589986 FRIENDS OF DONALD LARSON CAN REP 
C00494203 FRIENDS OF ELIZABETH ESTY CAN DEM 
C00439661 FRIENDS OF ERIK PAULSEN CAN REP 
C00560995 FRIENDS OF ESTAKIO CAN DEM 
C00290429 FRIENDS OF FARR CAN DEM 
C00549170 FRIENDS OF FORREST DUNBAR CAN DEM 
C00461350 FRIENDS OF FRANK GUINTA CAN REP 
C00166017 FRIENDS OF FRANK WOLF CAN REP 
C00544437 FRIENDS OF GARY GERRARD, INC CAN REP 
C00549816 FRIENDS OF GEORGE DEMOS CAN REP 
C00547208 FRIENDS OF GEORGE GOLLIN CAN DEM 
C00026757 FRIENDS OF GEORGE MILLER PAC PAC DEM 
C00367680 FRIENDS OF GINNY BROWN-WAITE PAC REP 
C00616698 FRIENDS OF HANS TANZLER CAN REP 
C00496067 FRIENDS OF HERMAN CAIN INC CAN REP 
C00557702 FRIENDS OF HOUGHTON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00471177 FRIENDS OF JAMES ROACH CAN DEM 
C00447474 FRIENDS OF JAN SCHNEIDER 2020 CAN DEM 
C00585976 FRIENDS OF JANE DITTMAR CAN DEM 
C00435370 FRIENDS OF JARED POLIS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00514232 FRIENDS OF JASON HOWELL CAN OTH 
C00482257 FRIENDS OF JEFF LAWRENCE CAN OTH 
C00399808 FRIENDS OF JEFF SEEMANN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
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C00502393 FRIENDS OF JIM BRIDENSTINE INC. CAN REP 
C00255562 FRIENDS OF JIM CLYBURN CAN DEM 
C00551564 FRIENDS OF JIM EVANS CAN DEM 
C00207993 FRIENDS OF JIM INHOFE CAN REP 
C00560458 FRIENDS OF JIM ODONNELL CAN DEM 
C00325449 FRIENDS OF JOE BACA 2014 CAN DEM 
C00580688 FRIENDS OF JOE HECK CAN REP 
C00560334 FRIENDS OF JOEY ROBINSON CAN OTH 
C00384735 FRIENDS OF JOHN BARROW CAN DEM 
C00237198 FRIENDS OF JOHN BOEHNER PAC REP 
C00508416 FRIENDS OF JOHN DELANEY CAN DEM 
C00414045 FRIENDS OF JOHN LAESCH CAN DEM 
C00460923 FRIENDS OF JOHN LOUGHLIN CAN REP 
C00415182 FRIENDS OF JOHN SARBANES CAN DEM 
C00409581 FRIENDS OF JOHN THUNE CAN REP 
C00603324 FRIENDS OF JONATHAN MCCONNELL CAN OTH 
C00464297 FRIENDS OF KELLY AYOTTE INC CAN REP 
C00555458 FRIENDS OF KERITH CAN DEM 
C00497214 FRIENDS OF LAURA RUDERMAN CAN DEM 
C00331389 FRIENDS OF LOIS CAPPS CAN DEM 
C00349506 FRIENDS OF MARIA CAN DEM 
C00438713 FRIENDS OF MARK WARNER CAN DEM 
C00612358 FRIENDS OF MARTIN BABINEC CAN OTH 
C00503995 FRIENDS OF MATT ALEXANDER CAN DEM 
C00560797 FRIENDS OF MATT DOHENY INC. CAN REP 
C00612432 FRIENDS OF MATT GAETZ CAN REP 
C00420760 FRIENDS OF MAZIE HIRONO CAN DEM 
C00613513 FRIENDS OF MELODY SHEKARI CAN DEM 
C00501254 FRIENDS OF MICHELLE CAN DEM 
C00492231 FRIENDS OF MIKE H CAN REP 
C00476689 FRIENDS OF MORGAN PHILPOT CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00466490 FRIENDS OF NAN HAYWORTH CAN REP 
C00549295 FRIENDS OF NANCY MACE CAN REP 
C00620732 FRIENDS OF NANCY WALLACE CAN OTH 
C00582304 FRIENDS OF NEAL DUNN CAN REP 
C00577619 FRIENDS OF PAM GALLOWAY CAN REP 
C00461046 FRIENDS OF PAT TOOMEY CAN REP 
C00501908 FRIENDS OF PETE GALLEGO CAN DEM 
C00550301 FRIENDS OF RENTERIA CAN DEM 
C00238865 FRIENDS OF ROSA DELAURO CAN DEM 
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C00304758 FRIENDS OF ROY BLUNT CAN REP 
C00250720 FRIENDS OF SAM JOHNSON CAN REP 
C00457267 FRIENDS OF SARA CAN DEM 
C00611145 FRIENDS OF SCOTT ANGELLE, LLC CAN REP 
C00464073 FRIENDS OF SCOTT DESJARLAIS CAN REP 
C00088484 FRIENDS OF SENATOR CARL LEVIN CAN DEM 
C00460758 FRIENDS OF SHARRON ANGLE CAN REP 
C00264697 FRIENDS OF SHERROD BROWN CAN DEM 
C00620815 FRIENDS OF SHIRLENE OSTROV CAN REP 
C00504175 FRIENDS OF STEPHEN K. SIMPSON, INC. CAN REP 
C00463653 FRIENDS OF STEVEN WELCH CAN REP 
C00588871 FRIENDS OF STEWART MILLS CAN REP 
C00546739 FRIENDS OF STEWART MILLS, INC. CAN REP 
C00500207 FRIENDS OF SUSAN BROOKS CAN REP 
C00418525 FRIENDS OF TAMMY DUCKWORTH CAN DEM 
C00464230 FRIENDS OF TARRYL CLARK CAN OTH 
C00347492 FRIENDS OF TIBERI CAN REP 
C00615419 FRIENDS OF TONY GUMINA CAN REP 
C00444653 FRIENDS OF TRACEY BROOKS CAN DEM 
C00517276 FRIENDS OF TRADITIONAL BANKING INC PAC OTH 
C00461681 FRIENDS OF TREY GRAYSON CAN REP 
C00542571 FRIENDS OF VAL ARKOOSH CAN DEM 
C00502500 FRIENDS OF WAYNE PETTIGREW CAN REP 
C00565044 FRIENDS OF ZACH DASHER CAN REP 
C00559112 FRIENDS TO ELECT SHARON HANSEN CAN OTH 
C00615328 FRINEDS OF SANTIAGO CAN DEM 
C00516658 FROELICH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00554832 FRY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C90016056 FUND FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH PAC OTH 
C00541037 FUND FOR LOUISIANA'S FUTURE; THE PAC OTH 
C00596973 FUTURE IN AMERICA INC. PAC OTH 
C00619080 GABRIEL BRIAN FRANCO FOR AMERICA CAN OTH 
C00541540 GABRIEL GOMEZ FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00576223 GALLAGHER FOR NEW YORK CAN DEM 
C00478222 GALLAS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00558627 GALLEGO FOR ARIZONA CAN DEM 
C00518506 GANEY FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00462697 GARAMENDI FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00558486 GARRET GRAVES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00618140 GARY JOHNSON VICTORY FUND PAC OTH 
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C00508713 GARY LATANICH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00505685 GARY SMITH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00570416 GATORPAC PAC OTH 
C00560193 GAUGHAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00552828 GAVIN SEIM FOR LIBERTY CAN REP 
C00432617 GENERATION BLUE PAC OTH 
C00578724 GENERATION FORWARD PAC PAC OTH 
C00369470 GEOFF DAVIS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00499236 GEORGE HOLDING FOR CONGRESS INC. CAN REP 
C00555227 GEORGE LEING FOR COLORADO CAN REP 
C00583369 GEORGE ROUCO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00041269 GEORGIA FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00150672 GEORGIA REPUBLICAN PARTY, INC. PAR REP 
C00523738 GERSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00616078 GET OUR JOBS BACK, INC PAC OTH 
C00540443 GIFFORDS PAC PAC OTH 
C00473868 GIGLIOTTI FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00413914 GILLIBRAND FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00370783 GINGREY FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00476309 GLEN URQUHART FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00482208 GLENN A BURKETT FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR CAN DEM 
C00493346 GLENN ADDISON SENATE CAMPAIGN CAN REP 
C00505123 GLENN ANDERSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00561597 GLENN GROTHMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00505065 GLENN IVEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00589473 GLIDEWELL FOR 6TH CAN DEM 
C00560854 GLOBAL DEMOCRATIC PAC PAC OTH 
C00508242 GLORIA BROMELL TINUBU FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00463059 GOEHRING FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00426296 GOLDMARK FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00410076 GOODWORKS-PAC.ORG POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE INC PAC OTH 
C00441568 GOOOH NATIONAL COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00552430 GORELL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00446898 GORMAN FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN REP 
C00459495 GOUNARES FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00553768 GOURD FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00386847 GOVERN PAC PAC REP 
C00498832 GOVERNMENT INTEGRITY FUND ACTION NETWORK; THE PAC OTH 
C00590216 GOWAN FOR ARIZONA, INC CAN REP 
C00516666 GRACE FOR NEW YORK CAN DEM 
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C00469643 GRANEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00580381 GRANITE STATE SOLUTIONS PAC OTH 
C00616110 GRANITE VOICES PAC PAC OTH 
C00527689 GRANNIS FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00230482 GRASSLEY COMMITTEE INC CAN OTH 
C00381996 
GRASSROOTS ORGANIZING ACTING & LEADING PAC - 
GOALPAC PAC OTH 
C00462556 GRAVES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00608489 GREAT AMERICA PAC PAC OTH 
C00370221 GREEN PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES PAR OTH 
C00469122 GREENBERG 2010 CAN REP 
C00607903 GREENE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00614974 GREG EVERS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00578260 GREGORY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00495853 GRIEGO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00585463 GURFEIN FOR AMERICA CAN REP 
C00609354 GUS RANTZ FOR LOUISIANA CAN REP 
C00445023 GUTHRIE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00387993 HAINESFORCONGRESS.COM CAN DEM 
C00497859 HALL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00546689 HALTER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00441923 HAMMONS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN OTH 
C00468413 HANABUSA FOR HAWAII CAN DEM 
C00545657 HANDEL FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00460683 HANKINS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00481440 HANKS FOR CONGRESS 2010 CAN REP 
C00501833 HANNEMANN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00574129 HANS 2016 LLC CAN REP 
C00623413 HARD HATS FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00589515 HARDIN 4 CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00622605 HARRINGTON FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN OTH 
C00161067 HARRIS COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00562298 HARRIS FOR WISCONSIN CAN DEM 
C00466698 HARRY CRAWFORD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00421271 HARRY MITCHELL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00520403 HARRY PIERCE CAMPAIGN CAN REP 
C90011776 HARRY REID VOTES INC. PAC OTH 
C00269837 HASTINGS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00085506 HAWAII REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00426817 HAWKINS FOR SENATE 2006 CAN OTH 
C00582692 HAWKS FOR U.S. HOUSE CAN DEM 
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C00582858 HEANEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00539981 HEARTLAND AMERICA PAC PAC OTH 
C00559732 HEARTLAND CAMPAIGN FUND PAC OTH 
C00544551 HEARTLAND RESURGENCE PAC OTH 
C00547943 HEATHER GRANT FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00505552 HEIDI FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00576009 HELENE SCHNEIDER FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00494229 HELLER FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00202523 
HELPING ENSURE RESPONSIBLE GOVT BY ELECTING 
REPUBLICANS #2 PAC REP 
C00555482 HENRY LAWRENCE FOR CONGRESS LLC CAN DEM 
C00475988 HENRY ROSS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00510404 HENSLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00451146 HERB ROBINSON COMMITTEE, INC. CAN DEM 
C00519868 HERB RULE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C90013525 HERITAGE ACTION FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00478776 HERR FOR CONGRESS INC CAN REP 
C00575795 HILLARY FOR AMERICA CAN DEM 
C00586537 HILLARY VICTORY FUND PAC OTH 
C00431643 
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY REPUBLICAN EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00434191 HIMES FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00494120 HINCKLEY FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00499517 HOEKSTRA FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00411835 HOOSIERS FOR HILL CAN DEM 
C00583914 HOOSIERS FOR JIM PFAFF CAN REP 
C00493288 HOOSIERS FOR RICHARD MOURDOCK INC CAN REP 
C00476192 HOOSIERS FOR ROKITA, INC. CAN REP 
C00555698 HOPE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00326439 HOUSE CONSERVATIVES FUND PAC OTH 
C00620369 HOUSE LIBERTY PROJECT PAC OTH 
C00495028 HOUSE MAJORITY PAC PAC OTH 
C00588624 HOWE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00517987 HOWELL SENATE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00557983 HOWIE LIND FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00546051 HOWIE LIND FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00610923 HOWLAND FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00140715 HOYER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00431809 HUCKABEE FOR PRESIDENT, INC. CAN REP 
C00577981 HUCKABEE FOR PRESIDENT, INC. CAN REP 
C00504522 HUDSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00536680 HUFFMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00551309 HUGHES FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00610071 HUGHES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00459297 HUIZENGA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00508440 HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN EQUALITY VOTES PAC OTH 
C00235853 HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN PAC PAC OTH 
C90009358 HUMANE SOCIETY LEGISLATIVE FUND PAC OTH 
C00484212 HUNT B DOWNER CAMPAIGN CAN REP 
C00541433 HUNTER ACTION FUND (HAF) PAC OTH 
C00615484 HUNTER BAKER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00545467 HURD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00460667 I LIKE LUKE CAN REP 
C90016288 IAMERICA ACTION PAC OTH 
C00519835 ICPURPLE, INC. PAC OTH 
C00010439 IDAHO STATE DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00546812 IKAIKA FOR HAWAII CAN DEM 
C00193441 
ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION ACTIVATOR 
POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT FUND (FED) 'ACTIVATOR'/'ILLINOIS 
FARM BUREAU ACTIVATOR' PAC OTH 
C90011867 ILLINOIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PAC OTH 
C00350785 ILLINOIS LINCOLN PAC PAC REP 
C00005926 ILLINOIS REPUBLICAN PARTY - FEDERAL PAR REP 
C00605725 ILLINOIS VOICES MATTER PAC OTH 
C00430280 IMMIGRANTS' LIST PAC OTH 
C00628388 INDEPENDENCE PARTY OF MINNESOTA PAR OTH 
C00532705 INDEPENDENCE USA PAC PAC OTH 
C00515155 INDEPENDENCE VIRGINIA PAC PAC OTH 
C90015249 
INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS & BROKERS OF AMERICA 
INC. PAC OTH 
C00562405 INDEPENDENT LEADERSHIP FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE PAC PAC OTH 
C90011917 INDIANA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PAC OTH 
C00108613 
INDIANA DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL VICTORY 
COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00365379 INGLIS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE, INC. CAN REP 
C00578518 INGRID TURNER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00337436 INSLEE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00029447 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIREFIGHTERS 
INTERESTED IN REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION PAC PAC OTH 
C00000885 
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PAINTERS AND ALLIED TRADES 
POLITICAL ACTION TOGETHER POLITICAL COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00450320 INVEST IN A STRONG AND SECURE AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00035600 IOWA DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00565846 IOWA VALUES PAC OTH 
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C00546275 IOWANS FOR SAM CLOVIS CAN OTH 
C00350520 ISSA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C90014028 J STREET PAC OTH 
C00493619 JACK DAVIS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00513838 JACK ORSWELL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00553941 JACK ORSWELL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00453548 JACK ULDRICH FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00443705 JACKIE SPEIER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00592956 JACKSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00425983 JACOB TURK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00563668 JACOB TURK FOR CONGRESS 2014 CAN REP 
C00552406 JACOBS FOR IOWA INC CAN REP 
C00576140 JACQUIE ATKINSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00472704 JAIME FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00557470 JAMES WOODS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00503540 JAN PAC PAC OTH 
C00466714 JANE NORTON FOR COLORADO INC CAN REP 
C00560847 JANET GARRETT FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00472928 JARVIS JOHNSON FOR CONGRESS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00550913 JASON CONGER FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00524025 JASON GREENE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00572925 JASON KANDER PAC PAC DEM 
C00516781 JASON ROBERTS FOR US CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00541862 JASON SMITH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00511584 JAY CHEN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00503748 JAY OLD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00579458 JEB 2016, INC. CAN REP 
C00474692 JEFF BARNETT FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00347260 JEFF FLAKE FOR US SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00482315 JEFF GREENE FOR FLORIDA CAN DEM 
C00437277 JEFF MERKLEY FOR OREGON CAN DEM 
C00366757 JEFF MILLER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00475814 JEFF PERRY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00603423 JEFF STONE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00438317 JEFF TAYLOR FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00556704 JEFFREY CARSON FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00503052 JEFFRIES FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00548271 JENKINS FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00459172 JENNIFER BRUNNER COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C90016981 JENNIFER BUKOWSKY PAC OTH 
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C00547166 JENNIFER GARRISON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00583005 JESSE SBAIH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00620922 JEWS FOR PROGRESS PAC OTH 
C00505800 JILL STEIN FOR PRESIDENT CAN OTH 
C00581199 JILL STEIN FOR PRESIDENT CAN OTH 
C00573915 JIM ASH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00577999 JIM BANKS FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN REP 
C00611590 JIM BARKSDALE FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00447664 JIM ESCH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00487348 JIM GAWRON FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00372102 JIM GERLACH FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00517300 JIM GRAVES FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00451674 JIM HARLAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00478008 JIM HUFFMAN FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00607218 JIM LANGE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00439430 JIM MCCONOUGHEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00617993 JIM MOELLER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00415711 JIM NELSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00513374 JIM PENDERGRAPH FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00440362 JIM RISCH FOR U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00592154 JIMMY PANETTA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00510701 
JOBS OPPORTUNITY AND FREEDOM POLITICAL ACTION 
COMMITTEE - JOFPAC PAC OTH 
C00536540 JOBS, FREEDOM, AND SECURITY PAC PAC OTH 
C00521781 JOE GARCIA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00384297 JOE LIEBERMAN FOR PRESIDENT INC CAN DEM 
C00482117 JOE MILLER FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00608265 JOE MONTES FOR CONGRESS 2016 CAN REP 
C00500637 JOE PAC PAC OTH 
C00524744 JOE RUIZ FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00473579 JOE WALSH FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE, INC. CAN REP 
C00368522 JOE WILSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00503433 JOE4AMERICA PAC REP 
C00477497 JOEL DEMOS FOR  U.S. CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00556894 JOEY MANAHAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00542431 JOHN BOLTON PAC PAC OTH 
C00542464 JOHN BOLTON SUPER PAC PAC OTH 
C00460899 JOHN CARNEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00553917 JOHN CHAPMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00473850 JOHN COLBERT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00554337 JOHN DENNIS FOR CONGRESS 2014 CAN REP 
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C00512764 JOHN GOCI FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00417451 JOHN HALL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00484485 JOHN JAY MYER FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00553933 JOHN MANLOVE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00552463 JOHN MCCALLUM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00366773 JOHN SULLIVAN FOR CONGRESS, INC CAN REP 
C00371039 JOHN SWALLOW FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN REP 
C00499558 JOHN W EWING JR FOR U.S. CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00564088 JOHN WOOD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00476820 JOHNSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00437301 JON ADAMS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00462739 JON BARELA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00612812 JONES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00546788 JONI FOR IOWA CAN REP 
C00502989 JOSE HERNANDEZ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00557090 JOSE PADILLA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00576660 JOSEPH JB BENSMIHEN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00560433 JOSH FOR US HOUSE CAN DEM 
C00573949 JOSH GOTTHEIMER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00513077 JULIA BROWNLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00476291 JUSTIN AMASH FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00551358 JUSTIN FAREED FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00572560 JUSTIN FAREED FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00551036 KAIFESH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00495358 KAINE FOR VIRGINIA CAN DEM 
C00611707 KAIRNES FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00590984 KALEB SIMS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00413591 KALOOGIAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00413096 KANSANS FOR HUELSKAMP CAN REP 
C00576173 KANSANS FOR MARSHALL CAN REP 
C00567933 KANSANS SUPPORT PROBLEM SOLVERS PAC (KSPS-PAC) PAC OTH 
C00019380 KANSAS DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00558080 KANUTH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00464842 KAPANKE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00154625 KAPTUR FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00474478 KAREN HARRINGTON FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN REP 
C00545046 KAREN SPILKA FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00541888 KATHERINE CLARK FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00572404 KATHRYN NANCE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00582809 KATIE MCGINTY FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
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C00549337 KATRINA PIERSON FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00589275 KAYDALY,COM CAN REP 
C00595124 KEALY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00499525 KEEP CONSERVATIVES UNITED PAC OTH 
C00514919 KEEPING AMERICA COMPETITIVE PAC OTH 
C00501965 KELDA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00581843 KELLI WARD FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00460808 KELLY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00553370 KELLY WESTLUND FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00467738 KEN BOYD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00257337 KEN CALVERT FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00600130 KEN DEL VECCHIO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00612531 KEN METTLER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00393348 KENNY MARCHANT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00554824 KENT ROTH FOR KANSAS CAN REP 
C90014861 KENTUCKY OPPORTUNITY COALITION PAC OTH 
C00011197 
KENTUCKY STATE DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00622415 KENTUCKY TOMORROW, INC. PAC OTH 
C00552885 KESHA ROGERS FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00420935 KEVIN MCCARTHY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00543611 KEVIN STROUSE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00607929 KHARY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00495879 KHAZEI FOR MASSACHUSETTS CAN DEM 
C00416156 KILROY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00312017 KIND FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00373563 KING FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00458877 KINZINGER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00590166 KINZLER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00495986 KIRK ADAMS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00437293 KIRKPATRICK FOR ARIZONA CAN DEM 
C00419259 KISSLING FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00493957 KIT BOBKO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00326629 KLINE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00569863 KLW POLITICAL FUND PAC OTH 
C00435586 KNIGHT FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00603449 KONSMO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00498196 KOSTER FOR CONGRESS - 2012 CAN REP 
C00503946 KOVACH FOR CONGRESS INC CAN REP 
C00579318 KRAUSE FOR IOWA INC CAN DEM 
C00492488 KREEGEL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00461194 KRYSTAL BALL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00543256 KSL, INC. PAC OTH 
C00540658 KUHN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00556019 KULTALA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00548925 KUMAR FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00515478 KURT BILLS FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00446906 KURT SCHRADER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00561035 KURTZ FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00541482 KURZON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00462861 KUSTER FOR CONGRESS, INC CAN DEM 
C00482810 KYLE YARBER FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00519413 L PAC PAC OTH 
C90016635 LABOR UNITED FOR CONNECTICUT PAC OTH 
C90014408 LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00433466 LAMAGNA FOR PRESIDENT CAN OTH 
C00420745 LAMBORN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00602763 LANGE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00478420 LANTERN PROJECT, THE PAC OTH 
C00573121 LARCHUK FOR A BETTER CONGRESS INC CAN DEM 
C00433888 LAROCCO FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00512483 LARRY MAGGI FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00551317 LARRY SMITH VETERAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00553958 LARRY WILSKE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00614883 LASCHOBER FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00562777 LATINO VICTORY FUND PAC OTH 
C00438697 LATTA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00435305 LAWRENCE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00442657 LAWSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00486845 LCV VICTORY FUND PAC OTH 
C90005786 LEAGUE OF CONSERVATION VOTERS INC PAC OTH 
C00476515 LEANN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00330811 LEE TERRY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C90014705 LEGACY FOUNDATION ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00627075 LEGISLATIVE MAJORITY PAC PAC OTH 
C00578013 LEGITPAC PAC DEM 
C00562496 LEIBHAM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00461889 LEIKEN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00558205 LESLI GOOCH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00583146 LESSIG2016.US PAC DEM 
C90007998 LET FREEDOM RING INC PAC OTH 
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C00495515 LEWIS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00476978 LGBTQ VICTORY FUND FEDERAL PAC PAC OTH 
C00474114 LIBERATORE FOR CONGRESS-2012 CAN REP 
C00255695 LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE, INC. PAR OTH 
C00482372 LIBERTARIAN PARTY OF FLORIDA PAR OTH 
C00554782 LIBERTY AND LEADERSHIP FUND PAC OTH 
C00514653 LIBERTY FOR ALL ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C90016239 LIBRE INITIATIVE PAC OTH 
C00609339 LIEUTENANT COLONEL OLIVER JENKINS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00625525 LIFT LEADING ILLINOIS FOR TOMORROW PAC OTH 
C00609008 LILY FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00504159 LINDA LINGLE SENATE COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00467100 LINDA MCMAHON FOR SENATE 2012 INC CAN REP 
C00615302 LINDBECK FOR ALASKA CAN DEM 
C00578757 LINDSEY GRAHAM 2016 CAN OTH 
C00364505 LINDSEY GRAHAM FOR SENATE CAN OTH 
C00590778 LISA BLUNT ROCHESTER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00384529 LISA MURKOWSKI FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00619213 LISTENING FOR A CHANGE PAC PAC DEM 
C00607556 LIZ CHENEY FOR WYOMING CAN REP 
C00269340 LOBIONDO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00531624 LOCAL VOICES PAC OTH 
C00494856 LOIS FRANKEL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00581231 LON JOHNSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00500504 LORI SALDANA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00300731 LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00467787 LOU ANN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00578302 LOU CORREA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00577528 LOU VINCE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00543892 LOUDERMILK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00386532 LOUIE GOHMERT FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00213611 LOUISE SLAUGHTER RE-ELECTION COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00463273 LOWRY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00595116 LUANN BENNETT FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00419705 LUCAS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00390955 LUNGREN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00580621 LYNCH FOR CONGRESS 16 CAN OTH 
C00309567 LYNDON LAROUCHE POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC DEM 
C00433730 LYNN PAC PAC REP 
C00550855 MACFARLANE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00391243 MACK PAC PAC REP 
C00298000 MADISON PROJECT INC. PAC OTH 
C00588772 MAGGIE FOR NH CAN DEM 
C00469023 MAGGIE'S LIST PAC OTH 
C00482562 MAHONEY 2010 CAN REP 
C00179408 MAINE DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00003111 MAINE REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00620401 MAKANI FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00570739 MAKE DC LISTEN PAC OTH 
C00580357 MAKE LOUISIANA PROUD PAC PAC OTH 
C00623470 MAKING MAINE GREAT AGAIN PAC OTH 
C00545756 MALCOLM GRAHAM FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00610899 MALDONADO FOR CONGRESS, INC CAN REP 
C00486563 MANCHIN FOR WEST VIRGINIA CAN DEM 
C00486738 
MANY INDIVIDUAL CONSERVATIVES HELPING ELECT 
LEADERS EVERYWHERE (MICHELEPAC) PAC OTH 
C00506832 MARC VEASEY CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00458844 MARCO RUBIO FOR PRESIDENT CAN REP 
C00620518 MARCO RUBIO FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00610436 MARGARET FOR ALASKA CAN OTH 
C00547026 MARGIE WAKEFIELD FOR KANSAS CAN DEM 
C00550863 MARIANNE WILLIAMSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00552364 MARILINDA GARCIA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00376087 MARIO DIAZ-BALART FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00592881 MARK BIRCHER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00515338 MARK GARCIA FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00493395 MARK GREENBERG FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00613281 MARK HARRIS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00592469 MARK HOLBROOK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00409946 MARK KENNEDY 06 CAN OTH 
C00557215 MARK LEVINE FOR CONGRESS INC CAN DEM 
C00502179 MARK POCAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00366401 MARK PRYOR FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00548131 MARK TAKAI FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00498667 MARK TAKANO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00436063 MARKEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00499897 MARKO LIIAS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00433656 MARLOW FOR GEORGIA INC CAN DEM 
C00626952 MARSALA FOR LA CAN REP 
C00376939 MARSHA FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00621979 MARSHALL JONES FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
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C00466573 MARTHA COAKLEY FOR SENATE COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00447714 MARTIN FOR SENATE INC CAN OTH 
C00434563 MARTIN HEINRICH FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00550962 MARTIN WALSH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00332890 MARY BONO COMMITTEE PAC REP 
C00616995 MARY HOEFT FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00581397 MARY THOMAS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00581777 MARYLAND USA PAC OTH 
C00089243 MASSACHUSETTS DEMOCRATIC STATE COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00042622 MASSACHUSETTS REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00547547 MATT BEVIN FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00558791 MATT CONNOLLY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00548289 MATT ROSENDALE FOR MONTANA CAN REP 
C00449801 MATTHEW 25 NETWORK PAC OTH 
C00471078 MATTHEW BERRY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00427435 MAVERICK PAC USA PAC OTH 
C00445973 MAX FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00562587 MAYDAY PAC PAC OTH 
C00424283 MAYMIN FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00592162 MCAFFREY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00414961 MCCASKILL FOR MISSOURI CAN DEM 
C00392688 MCCAUL FOR CONGRESS, INC CAN REP 
C00446815 MCCLINTOCK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00193342 MCCONNELL SENATE COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00586529 MCCULLOUGH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00569145 MCDERMOTT FOR U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES CAN OTH 
C00545921 MCFADDEN FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00393629 MCHENRY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00393389 MCINTYRE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00473132 MCKINLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00613455 MCMASTERS FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00623884 MCMULLIN FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE INC. CAN OTH 
C00398644 MCNERNEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00512236 MCSALLY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00610873 MCTEAGUE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00503094 MEADOWS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00569517 MEGAPHONE PAC OTH 
C00574350 MELUSKEY FOR US SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00465047 MERKLE FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00524934 MESSINGER, LESLI RAE CAN DEM 
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C00555300 MICAH EDMOND FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00503961 MICHAEL BAUMGARTNER FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00470807 MICHAEL GRIMM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00545178 MICHAEL MCKENNA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00367821 MICHAUD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00031054 MICHIGAN DEMOCRATIC STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00041160 MICHIGAN REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00594507 MIDDLE CLASS VALUES PAC PAC OTH 
C00350421 MIDDLE GROUND PAC PAC REP 
C00512335 MIDDLE RESOLUTION FEDERAL PAC INC PAC OTH 
C00109116 MIDLAND COUNTY REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00546499 MIKE BOST FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00559658 MIKE CAUSEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00330886 MIKE CRAPO FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00351379 MIKE HONDA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00474189 MIKE KELLY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00439109 MIKE LUMPKIN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00350397 MIKE PENCE COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00576751 MIKE SMIGIEL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00482521 MIKE SPEARS FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00574244 MIKE TAGERT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00561738 MIKE TURNER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00505156 MILAD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00573592 MILLARD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00025254 MINNESOTA DEMOCRATIC-FARMER-LABOR PARTY PAR DEM 
C00587907 MINNESOTANS FOR BOB HELLAND CAN OTH 
C00573782 MISSION16 INC PAC OTH 
C00554774 MISSISSIPPI CONSERVATIVES PAC OTH 
C00135558 MISSOURI DEMOCRATIC STATE COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00008664 MISSOURI REPUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE-FEDERAL PAR REP 
C00612226 MISTY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00499129 MITCHUM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00464149 MO BROOKS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00529107 MONSTAH PAC PAC OTH 
C00493262 MONTANA HUNTERS AND ANGLERS LEADERSHIP FUND PAC OTH 
C00008086 MONTANA REPUBLICAN STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00563155 MONTANANS FOR LIMITED GOVERNMENT PAC OTH 
C00493015 MONTANANS FOR REHBERG CAN REP 
C00412304 MONTANANS FOR TESTER CAN DEM 
C00517946 MONTIGEL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
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C00554139 MONTOYA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00561530 MOOLENAAR FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00520544 MOORE FOR ALASKA CAN DEM 
C00458315 MORAN FOR KANSAS CAN REP 
C00590976 MORGAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00477240 MORGAN GRIFFITH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00562595 MORNING IN AMERICA PAC PAC OTH 
C00393843 MORRIS MEYER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00383885 MORROW CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00459248 MOSLER FOR PRESIDENT 2012, INC. CAN DEM 
C00479162 MOSLER FOR SENATE INC CAN DEM 
C00547240 MOULTON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00341396 MOVEON.ORG POLITICAL ACTION PAC OTH 
C00546549 MOWRER FOR IOWA CAN DEM 
C00498345 MULLIN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00471292 MULVANEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00583377 MUROFF FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00626721 MY RIDE TO VOTE PAC OTH 
C00444299 MYERS FOR CONGRESS 2008 COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00574434 NANCY ROTERING FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00334706 NAPOLITANO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C90004185 NARAL PRO-CHOICE AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00079541 NARAL PRO-CHOICE AMERICA PAC PAC OTH 
C90015306 NARAL PROCHOICE COLORADO IE COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00481200 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GUN RIGHTS INC PAC PAC OTH 
C90016437 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS PAC OTH 
C00488742 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS CONGRESSIONAL 
FUND PAC OTH 
C00030718 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS POLITICAL ACTION 
COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00140061 
NATIONAL EMERGENCY MEDICINE POLITICAL ACTION 
COMMITTEE / AMERICAN COLLEGE OF EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS PAC OTH 
C00490375 NATIONAL NURSES UNITED FOR PATIENT PROTECTION PAC OTH 
C90011057 NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MARRIAGE PAC OTH 
C00530212 NATIONAL REPUBLICAN VICTORY FUND PAC PAC OTH 
C90013301 
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE 
ACTION PAC OTH 
C00053553 
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA POLITICAL 
VICTORY FUND PAC OTH 
C00358952 NATIONAL SECURITY DEMOCRATS PAC PAC DEM 
C00626390 NCLR ACTION PAC PAC OTH 
C00489815 NEA ADVOCACY FUND PAC OTH 
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C00003251 NEA FUND FOR CHILDREN AND PUBLIC EDUCATION PAC OTH 
C00003988 NEBRASKA DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00414375 NEBRASKA FAMILIES FOR PETE RICKETTS INC CAN REP 
C00515122 NEBRASKANS FOR KERREY CAN DEM 
C00429654 NEERAJ NIGAM FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00590307 NEIGHBORS FOR CANO COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00436857 NELS ACKERSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00555409 NELS MITCHELL FOR IDAHO CAN DEM 
C00543660 NESTANDE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00082925 NEVADA REPUBLICAN CENTRAL COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00484634 NEVADA RIGHT TO LIFE POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00208991 NEVADA STATE DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00610907 NEVER MEANS NEVER PAC PAC OTH 
C00588640 NEVILLE FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00625533 NEW AMERICAN JOBS FUND PAC OTH 
C00622860 NEW DAWN PAC PAC OTH 
C00581868 NEW DAY FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00178038 NEW HAMPSHIRE DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00562462 NEW HAMPSHIRE PAC TO SAVE AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00136457 NEW HAMPSHIRE REPUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C30002133 NEW JERSEY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION PAC PAC OTH 
C00489252 NEW POWER PAC PAC OTH 
C00544544 NEW REPUBLICAN PAC PAC OTH 
C00570085 
NEW YORK NEXT (ASSOCIATED WITH MANHATTAN YOUNG 
DEMOCRATS) PAC OTH 
C00350991 
NEW YORK STATE COMMITTEE OF THE WORKING FAMILIES 
PARTY PAR OTH 
C00143230 NEW YORK STATE DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00496497 NEWT 2012 CAN REP 
C00615815 NEXTGEN CALIFORNIA ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00547349 NEXTGEN CLIMATE ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00564773 NEXTGEN GOP PAC OTH 
C90013509 NFIB THE VOICE OF FREE ENTERPRISE INC. PAC OTH 
C00591164 NIC MORSE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00556290 NICK FOR NEW YORK INC CAN REP 
C00435743 NICK LEIBHAM FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00468249 NICK POPADITCH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00506857 NICK POPADITCH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00561464 NICK TROIANO FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00219881 NITA LOWEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00413906 NJ'S BLUE 7TH PAC PAC OTH 
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C00485177 NOHRDEN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00499053 NOLAN FOR CONGRESS VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE CAN OTH 
C00484600 NOLAN FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00564617 NORM MOSHER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00165688 NORTH CAROLINA DEMOCRATIC PARTY - FEDERAL PAR DEM 
C00627794 NORTH CAROLINA GUN RIGHTS PAC PAC OTH 
C00038505 NORTH CAROLINA REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00013748 
NORTH DAKOTA DEMOCRATIC-NONPARTISAN LEAGUE 
PARTY PAR DEM 
C00480145 NORTHWEST OHIO CONSERVATIVE COALITION PAC OTH 
C00623082 NOT WHO WE ARE PAC PAC OTH 
C00433862 NOVICK FOR SENATE CAN OTH 
C90013269 NRDC ACTION FUND INC. PAC OTH 
C00547414 NUNN FOR SENATE INC CAN DEM 
C00055582 NY REPUBLICAN FEDERAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00546937 O'BRIEN FOR IOWA CAN DEM 
C00578658 O'MALLEY FOR PRESIDENT CAN DEM 
C00431445 OBAMA FOR AMERICA CAN DEM 
C00431130 OBAMA FOR AMERICA DRAFT COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00494740 OBAMA VICTORY FUND 2012 PAC OTH 
C00518811 OBERMUELLER FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00475517 ODONOGHUE FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN REP 
C00444406 OGONOWSKI FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00016899 OHIO DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00626010 OHIO IN ACTION SUPER PAC PAC OTH 
C00162339 
OHIO REPUBLICAN PARTY STATE CENTRAL & EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00621995 OHIO VOTER FUND POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00569319 OHIOANS FOR A BETTER FUTURE PAC OTH 
C00528869 OHIOANS UNITED ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00190934 OKLAHOMA DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00167213 OKLAHOMA LEADERSHIP COUNCIL PAR REP 
C90014739 OKLAHOMANS FOR A CONSERVATIVE FUTURE INC PAC OTH 
C00556472 OKLAHOMANS FOR CLARK JOLLEY CAN REP 
C00602656 OLIVA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00478503 OLIVERIO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00509976 OLSON FOR OKLAHOMA CAN DEM 
C00468447 ONE NATION PAC PAC OTH 
C00627158 ONE VOTE AT A TIME PAC OTH 
C90016866 ONEAMERICA PAC OTH 
C90012691 ONEAMERICA VOTES PAC OTH 
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C00573634 OPPORTUNITY AND FREEDOM PAC PAC OTH 
C00592303 OREGON RIGHT TO LIFE VICTORY PAC PAC OTH 
C00564294 ORMAN FOR US SENATE INC CAN OTH 
C00545764 OSBORN FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00555326 OUR AMERICA, INC. PAC OTH 
C00532630 OUR AMERICAN CENTURY PAC OTH 
C90011636 OUR COMMUNITY VOTES PAC OTH 
C00568220 OUR PATIENTS OUR VOICE PAC PAC OTH 
C00603621 OUR PRINCIPLES PAC PAC OTH 
C90017005 OUR REVOLUTION PAC OTH 
C00470005 OVIDE FOR SENATE 2010 CAN REP 
C00546713 OWEN HILL FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00556407 OWENS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00581827 OWENS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00503383 OZZIE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00474056 PAMELA GORMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00481556 PARRAZ FOR CHANGE CAN DEM 
C00553990 PARRISH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00313510 PASCRELL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00470658 PAT FLYNN FOR U S SENATE CAN REP 
C00475335 PAT HERRITY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00128876 PAT ROBERTS FOR US SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00572842 PATEL FOR IOWA CAN DEM 
C00555821 PATRICE DOUGLAS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00341891 PATRIOT FIRST PAC PAC REP 
C00469890 PATRIOT MAJORITY PAC PAC OTH 
C90012956 PATRIOT MAJORITY USA PAC OTH 
C00591511 PATRIOTS FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00524355 PATRIOTS FOR ECONOMIC FREEDOM PAC OTH 
C00490896 PATRIOTS FUND PAC OTH 
C00531590 PATRIOTS IN ACTION PAC OTH 
C00508069 PATSY KEEVER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00590810 PATTERSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00574590 PATTIE CURRAN COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00612473 PATTY JUDGE FOR IOWA CAN DEM 
C00557884 PAUL CHABOT CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00551515 PAUL DEMARCO FOR CONGRESS, INC CAN REP 
C00461806 PAUL GOSAR FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00561423 PAUL MITCHELL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00471953 PAUL PARTYKA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
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C00508861 PAUL SADLER FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00414664 PEDERSON 2006 CAN DEM 
C00559401 PEDRO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00612861 PELLERIN FOR US SENATE LLC CAN DEM 
C00493825 PEM PAC PAC DEM 
C00559179 PENALOSA FOR ARIZONA CAN OTH 
C00364935 PENNSYLVANIA BILL PAC PAC REP 
C90011990 PENNSYLVANIA BUSINESS COUNCIL PAC OTH 
C00167130 PENNSYLVANIA DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00180505 PENNSYLVANIANS FOR KANJORSKI CAN DEM 
C00443689 PEOPLE FOR BEN CAN DEM 
C00514893 PEOPLE FOR DEREK KILMER CAN DEM 
C00581611 PEOPLE FOR FRANK HOWARD CAN REP 
C00257642 PEOPLE FOR PATTY MURRAY CAN OTH 
C00463836 PEOPLE FOR PEARCE CAN REP 
C00582239 PEOPLE FOR PINELLAS PAC OTH 
C00568915 PEOPLE FOR PROGRESS PAC PAC OTH 
C90012071 PEOPLE FOR THE AMERICAN WAY PAC OTH 
C00566307 PEOPLE FOR VINCE KOLBER CAN REP 
C00438788 PERRIELLO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00500587 PERRY FOR PRESIDENT INC CAN REP 
C00410530 PETE ASHDOWN FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00303305 PETE SESSIONS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00476747 PETER J CORRIGAN FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00592790 PETERSEN FOR PRESIDENT 2016 LLC CAN OTH 
C00253187 PETERSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00625285 PHYLLIS SCHLAFLY'S EAGLE PAC PAC OTH 
C00572073 PICUS FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00608919 PIDOT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00460634 PIKE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00412312 PINNACLE PAC PAC OTH 
C00611293 PIOTROWSKI FOR IDAHO CAN DEM 
C00574293 PIRKLE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00514513 PITTENGER FOR CONGRESS LLC CAN REP 
C00564666 PIVNICK FOR CONGRESS ELECTION COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00287045 PLAIN STATE PAC PAC REP 
C90005471 PLANNED PARENTHOOD ACTION FUND INC PAC OTH 
C90011412 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD ACTION FUND OF THE PACIFIC 
SOUTHWEST PAC OTH 
C90013657 PLANNED PARENTHOOD ADVOCATES OF MONTANA PAC OTH 
C90017054 PLANNED PARENTHOOD CENTRAL COAST ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
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C90008236 PLANNED PARENTHOOD HUDSON PECANIC ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C90007543 PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF MN ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C90009390 PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF NEW YORK CITY ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C90014465 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF THE ROCHESTER/SYRACUSE 
REGION ACTION FUND INC. PAC OTH 
C00489799 PLANNED PARENTHOOD VOTES PAC OTH 
C90014119 PLANNED PARENTHOOD VOTES NORTHWEST PAC OTH 
C00573386 PLASTER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00504340 PLUMMER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00518654 POLIQUIN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00467027 POLLAK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00551614 POLLOCK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00473033 POMBO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00460402 POMPEO FOR KANSAS, INC. CAN REP 
C00478487 PONDER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00458463 PORTMAN FOR SENATE COMMITTEE CAN OTH 
C00605592 PRAMILA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00195628 PRICE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00620427 PRIDE FUND TO END GUN VIOLENCE PAC OTH 
C00472647 PRIDEMORE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00623348 PRINCIPLED LEADERSHIP PROJECT PAC PAC OTH 
C00568170 PRIORITIES FOR IOWA POLITICAL FUND PAC OTH 
C00495861 PRIORITIES USA ACTION PAC OTH 
C00574954 PRISCILLA TAYLOR FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00539999 PROGRESS KENTUCKY PAC OTH 
C00616730 PROGRESS UNITED PAC PAC OTH 
C00458000 PROGRESSIVE CHANGE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00492595 PROGRESSIVE KICK INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES PAC OTH 
C00409136 PROGRESSIVE PATRIOTS FUND PAC OTH 
C00580068 PROGRESSIVE TURNOUT PROJECT PAC OTH 
C00402800 
PROGRESSIVE VOTE AKA PROGRESSIVE DEMOCRATS OF 
AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00279901 PROGRESSIVES UNITED POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE PAC DEM 
C00514711 PROPER ROLE OF GOVERNMENT ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00377689 PROSPERITY ACTION, INC. PAC OTH 
C00565689 PROSPERITY FOR PENNSYLVANIA INC. PAC OTH 
C00530667 PROTECT OUR SCHOOLS FUND PAC OTH 
C00483883 PROTECTING AMERICA'S RETIREES PAC OTH 
C00556860 
PROTECTING CHOICE IN CALIFORNIA, A PROJECT OF 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD AFFILIATES OF CALIFORNIA PAC OTH 
C00305052 
PROTECTING INTEGRITY AND TRUTH TOGETHER PAC 
(PITTPAC) PAC REP 
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C90014234 PUBLIC ADVOCATE OF THE UNITED STATES PAC OTH 
C00544569 PURPLE PAC INC PAC OTH 
C00573923 PURSUING AMERICA'S GREATNESS PAC OTH 
C00544346 PUT ALASKA FIRST PAC OTH 
C00471300 PYLE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00475863 QUAYLE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00457556 QUIGLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00545368 QUIN HILLYER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00466961 QUINTER FOR COMMON SENSE CAN REP 
C00625509 R4C16 PAC OTH 
C00492066 RADTKE FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00182089 RAESE FOR SENATE COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00583120 RAFAEL DAGNESSES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00602896 RAMPART PAC PAC OTH 
C00589853 RAMSLAND FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00382861 RANCHO SANTA FE DEMOCRATIC CLUB PAC OTH 
C00496075 RAND PAUL FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00465245 RANDY ALTSCHULER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00592261 RANDY PERKINS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00554113 RATCLIFFE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00467886 RATOWITZ FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00588582 RAY STRAUSS 4 CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00519231 RAYE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00285171 RE-ELECT MCGOVERN COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00540997 READY PAC PAC OTH 
C00572164 REAGANATION PAC OTH 
C00608059 REAGANATION FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00616789 REAL PEOPLE FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00575910 REBECCA NEGRON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00500025 RECLAIM AMERICA PAC PAC OTH 
C00521427 RECLAIMING FREEDOM PAC PAC OTH 
C00503417 RED WHITE AND BLUE FUND PAC OTH 
C00564831 REDPATH FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00372201 REDWINGMCPAC PAC REP 
C00609180 REES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00493924 
REINVENTING A NEW DIRECTION POLITICAL ACTION 
COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00466359 RENACCI FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00471896 RENEE ELLMERS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00559716 RENFROE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00020818 REPUBLICAN CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE OF NEW MEXICO PAR REP 
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C00044842 REPUBLICAN FEDERAL COMMITTEE OF PENNSYLVANIA PAR REP 
C00296640 REPUBLICAN MAJORITY FUND PAC OTH 
C00003418 REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE PAR REP 
C00451294 REPUBLICAN OPERATION TO SECURE AND KEEP A MAJORITY PAC OTH 
C00099259 REPUBLICAN PARTY OF FLORIDA PAR REP 
C00014498 REPUBLICAN PARTY OF IOWA PAR REP 
C00156810 REPUBLICAN PARTY OF KENTUCKY PAR REP 
C00187450 REPUBLICAN PARTY OF LOUISIANA PAR REP 
C00001313 REPUBLICAN PARTY OF MINNESOTA - FEDERAL PAR REP 
C00143743 REPUBLICAN PARTY OF TEXAS PAR REP 
C00001305 REPUBLICAN PARTY OF VIRGINIA INC PAR REP 
C00074450 REPUBLICAN PARTY OF WISCONSIN PAR REP 
C00542415 RESCUE THE SENATE PAC PAC OTH 
C00503516 RESKE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00541631 RESOUNDING BOOKS PAC PAC OTH 
C00571588 RESTORATION PAC PAC OTH 
C00570903 RESTORE AMERICAN FREEDOM AND LIBERTY PAC OTH 
C00610147 RESTORE AMERICAN LEADERSHIP PAC OTH 
C00490045 RESTORE OUR FUTURE, INC. PAC OTH 
C00584482 RESTORE THE CONSTITUTION COALITION PAC OTH 
C00507707 RESTORING AMERICA'S TRADITIONS PAC (RATPAC) PAC OTH 
C00474825 RESTORING OUR AMERICAN REPUBLIC (ROAR PAC) PAC REP 
C00545152 RESULTS FOR NC, INC. PAC OTH 
C00503870 RETHINK PAC PAC OTH 
C00612374 REUBEN D'SILVA FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00506105 REVIVE AMERICA PAC PAC OTH 
C00499335 REVOLUTION PAC PAC OTH 
C00531608 REX BELL FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00490730 RGA RIGHT DIRECTION PAC PAC OTH 
C00463620 RIBBLE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00514745 RICE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00544098 RICHARD CASH FOR SENATE CAN OTH 
C00611111 RICHARD REICHARD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00431577 RICHARDSON FOR PRESIDENT, INC. CAN DEM 
C00451336 RICHMOND FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00389080 RICK CRAWFORD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00496034 RICK SANTORUM FOR PRESIDENT, INC. (2012) CAN REP 
C00504019 RICK W. ALLEN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00493403 RICKY GILL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00560425 RIEDEL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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C00571380 RIGHT TO RISE PAC, INC. PAC OTH 
C00571372 RIGHT TO RISE USA PAC OTH 
C90014283 RIGHTCHANGE.COM II INC. (C4 ORGANIZATION) PAC OTH 
C90011792 RIGHTCHANGE.COM INC (527 POLITICAL ORG) PAC OTH 
C00505990 RILEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00458992 RJ HARRIS 2010 CAN REP 
C00501577 RJ HARRIS 2012 CAN OTH 
C00528554 RJC VICTORY FUND PAC OTH 
C00503185 RO FOR CONGRESS INC CAN DEM 
C00587972 ROB HOGG FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00441014 ROB WITTMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00482307 ROB WOODALL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00465732 ROBERT BEADLES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00605428 ROBERT BLAHA FOR COLORADO CAN REP 
C00609131 ROBERT HALL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00458778 ROBIN CARNAHAN FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00546978 ROBIN CHEW FOR CONGRESS 2014 CAN REP 
C00601021 ROBIN FICKER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00463505 ROBIN SMITH FOR TENNESSEE CAN REP 
C00611327 ROBINSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00499715 ROBINSON FOR CONGRESS.COM CAN REP 
C00576983 ROCHE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00573832 ROCKY CHAVEZ FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00521948 RODNEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00498121 ROGER WILLIAMS FOR U S CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00457846 ROGER WILLIAMS FOR US SENATE COMMITTEE CAN OTH 
C00224691 ROHRABACHER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00507145 ROHRER FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00431171 ROMNEY FOR PRESIDENT, INC. CAN REP 
C00518282 ROMNEY VICTORY, INC. PAC OTH 
C00591784 RON COHEN FOR CONGRESS 2018 CAN REP 
C00511568 RON DESANTIS FOR FLORIDA CAN REP 
C00482984 RON JOHNSON FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00543264 RON MEYER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00614537 RON UNZ FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00618223 ROONEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00444109 ROOT FOR AMERICA CAN OTH 
C00606939 ROSEN FOR NEVADA CAN DEM 
C00410969 ROSKAM FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00484824 ROSSI FOR SENATE CAN REP 
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C00497115 ROTHFUS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00470153 ROXANNE CONLIN FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00200865 ROYCE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00502773 RUBEN KIHUEN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00544759 RUDY HOBBS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00545939 RUSH HOLT FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00493684 RUSS CARNAHAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00428292 RUSSELL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00462309 RUTH MCCLUNG FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00330894 RYAN FOR CONGRESS, INC. PAC REP 
C00461020 RYAN FRAZIER FOR COLORADO CAN REP 
C00505362 RYAN MCEACHRON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00122101 SAFARI CLUB INTERNATIONAL PAC (SCI-PAC) PAC OTH 
C90017062 
SAFETY FOR ALL YES ON PROP. 63 NEWSOM BALLOT 
MEASURE COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00509620 SALOMON TORRES FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00576041 SALUD CARBAJAL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00471912 SALVINO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00573535 SAM ADCOCK FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00475442 SAM CRUMP FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00432484 SAM RASOUL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00509117 SAM SUTTER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00402826 SAN DIEGO COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY (FED. ACCT.) PAR DEM 
C00428516 SAN DIEGO DEMOCRATIC CLUB-FEDERAL PAR DEM 
C00397935 SANDERS FOR OUR REP CAN DEM 
C00463877 SANDY ADAMS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00285254 SANFORD 2020 CAN REP 
C00174334 
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY REPUBLICAN PARTY (FEDERAL 
ACCT.C00174334) PAR REP 
C00365106 SANTORUM 2006 CAN OTH 
C00578492 SANTORUM FOR PRESIDENT 2016 CAN REP 
C00611525 SARAH LLOYD FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00561712 SARVIS FOR SENATE CAN OTH 
C90014127 SAVE SENSATA JOBS PAC OTH 
C00625228 SAVE THE DAY PAC PAC OTH 
C00438341 SCHAUER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00562629 SCHERTZING FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00343871 SCHIFF FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00452847 SCHLEP LABS PAC OTH 
C00424911 SCHLOSSER FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00495952 SCHNEIDER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
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C00469395 SCHOCK VICTORY COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00556001 SCHULTZ FOR IOWA CAN REP 
C00437152 SCONTRAS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00474817 SCONTRAS FOR CONGRESS 2010 CAN REP 
C00476770 SCOTT KIRKLAND FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00484949 SCOTT MCADAMS FOR UNITED STATES SENATE CAN OTH 
C00503110 SCOTT PETERS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00463687 SCOTT RIGELL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00608703 SCOTT TAYLOR FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00580480 SCOTT WALKER INC CAN REP 
C00511691 SCOTTIE MAYFIELD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00592857 SEAN BARNEY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00541227 SEAN ELDRIDGE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00573733 SECURITY IS STRENGTH PAC PAC OTH 
C00540310 SEDONA PAC PAC REP 
C00442871 SEGALL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00004036 
SEIU COPE (SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION 
COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL EDUCATION) PAC OTH 
C00524181 SENATE CONSERVATIVES ACTION PAC OTH 
C00448696 SENATE CONSERVATIVES FUND PAC OTH 
C00571703 SENATE LEADERSHIP FUND PAC OTH 
C00083428 SENSENBRENNER COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00513564 SEPULVEDA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00577668 SERVICE HONOR COUNTRY ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00498600 SHAFFER FOR COLORADO CAN DEM 
C00457325 SHAHEEN FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00508234 SHANE GOETTLE FOR U.S. CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00627109 SHANTI FOR OREGON CAN OTH 
C00572339 SHAWN FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE CAN OTH 
C00287904 SHEILA JACKSON LEE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00583427 SHELLI YODER FOR INDIANA CAN DEM 
C00512020 SHEPAC PAC OTH 
C00589440 SHEPHERD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00592113 SHERIFF SCOTT JONES FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00308742 SHERMAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00557645 SHEROW FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00502047 SHURIN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00514083 SHUTTLEWORTH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00550442 SID DINSDALE FOR US SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00483693 SIERRA CLUB INDEPENDENT ACTION PAC OTH 
C00135368 SIERRA CLUB POLITICAL COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
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C00619965 SILVER STATE PAC, INC. PAC OTH 
C00619338 SIMMONS4CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00528000 SIMON FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00331397 SIMPSON FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00508804 SINEMA FOR ARIZONA CAN DEM 
C00571737 SITTENFELD FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C90016338 SIXTEEN THIRTY FUND/MAKE IT WORK ACTION PAC OTH 
C00276659 SLO COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY-FEDERAL PAR DEM 
C00484642 SMP PAC OTH 
C00618017 SNYDER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00519058 SOBHANI FOR MARYLAND CAN OTH 
C00600817 SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT PAC OTH 
C00483537 SONNER FOR CONGRESS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00044990 SOUTH DAKOTA REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00280537 SOUTH FLORIDA FIRST PAC PAC REP 
C00540591 SOUTH FORWARD IE PAC PAC OTH 
C00468959 SOUTHERLAND FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00560763 SOUTHERN CONSERVATIVES FUND INC PAC OTH 
C00560771 SPACE PAC PAC OTH 
C00556910 SPANGLER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00488510 SPEAK OUT FOR AMERICA PAC PAC OTH 
C00523241 SPECIAL OPERATIONS FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C90013368 SPECIAL OPERATIONS OPSEC POLITICAL COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00524280 SPECIAL OPERATIONS SPEAKS PAC - SOS PAC PAC OTH 
C00500462 STACEY LAWSON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00617142 STACY RIES SNYDER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00592337 STAND FORTRUTH, INC. PAC OTH 
C00540468 STANLEY CHANG FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00479352 STAR PARKER FOR CONGRESS 2010 CAN REP 
C00491605 STAR PARKER PAC PAC OTH 
C00566505 STARK360 PAC OTH 
C00005173 STATE DEMOCRATIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF ALABAMA PAR DEM 
C90014762 STATE TEA PARTY EXPRESS PAC OTH 
C00491530 STEELMAN FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00493858 STENBERG FOR SENATE 2012 COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00466854 STEPHEN FINCHER FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00609735 STEPHEN MACKENZIE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00561332 STEPHEN P TRYON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00544882 STEVE ADAMS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00491357 STEVE DAINES FOR MONTANA CAN REP 
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C00554014 STEVE KNIGHT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00559526 STEVE LAFFEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00441527 STEVE MEISTER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00542316 STEVE RATHJE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00579383 STEVEN FOWLER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00451039 STEVEN VASQUEZ FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00573220 STEWART FOR CA CAN DEM 
C00587600 STINE FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00441352 STIVERS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00544338 STOCKDALE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00565424 STOCKWELL FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00548966 STOP PELOSI PAC PAC OTH 
C00478024 STOP THIS INSANITY INC PAC OTH 
C00543165 STRICKLAND FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00561993 STROEBEL FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00560003 
STRONG COUNTRY FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW 
(SCOTTPAC) PAC OTH 
C00627638 STRONG NH ACTION PAC OTH 
C00603522 STUBSON FOR CONGRESS, INC. CAN REP 
C00484683 STUTZMAN FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00591875 SUE GOOGE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00551093 SULLIVAN FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00587154 SUNDHEIM FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00489781 SUPER PAC FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C00559831 SUPER PAC PARTIES PAC OTH 
C00528067 SUPER WOMEN PAC PAC OTH 
C00552521 SUPPORT AND DEFEND PAC PAC OTH 
C00468678 SURYA FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C90011313 SUSAN B ANTHONY LIST INC PAC OTH 
C00492389 SUSAN BYSIEWICZ FOR CONNECTICUT INC CAN DEM 
C00558239 SUSAN GRETTENBERGER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00581041 SUSANNAH RANDOLPH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00554147 SUZANNE SCHOLTE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00502294 SWALWELL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00403782 SYLVESTER FERNANDEZ FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00547885 TACHERRA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00616920 TAGER FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00503169 TAJ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00615542 TALIA FUENTES FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00326801 TAMMY BALDWIN FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00574889 TAMMY FOR ILLINOIS CAN DEM 
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C00582320 TARKANIAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00406645 TARRANT COUNTY REPUBLICAN VICTORY FUND PAR REP 
C00549774 TAVISH KELLY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00483503 TAX ACTION PAC PAC OTH 
C00551895 TAYLOR FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00550053 TAYLOR GRIFFIN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00581314 TAYLOR GRIFFIN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00608166 TEA PARTY FORWARD PAC OTH 
C00540898 TEA PARTY PATRIOTS CITIZENS FUND PAC OTH 
C00491290 TEA PARTY VICTORY FUND PAC OTH 
C00384636 TEAM DEMINT CAN REP 
C00320457 TEAM EMERSON FOR JO ANN EMERSON CAN REP 
C00458828 TEAM GRAHAM, INC. CAN REP 
C00545947 TEAM RYAN PAC OTH 
C00370031 TEAM SUNUNU CAN REP 
C00616656 TEAM VENTRELLA CAN DEM 
C00454074 TEAPARTYEXPRESS.ORG PAC OTH 
C00614776 TED BUDD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00469163 TED DEUTCH FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00458737 TEDISCO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00619650 TENACIOUS TRUTH PAC PAC OTH 
C00167346 TENNESSEE DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00395889 TENTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT DEMOCRATS - ILLINOIS PAC OTH 
C00441469 TERBOCONGRESS CAN REP 
C00585752 TERRANCE MORRISON FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00469056 TERRENCE WALL FOR US SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00546770 TERRI LYNN LAND FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00580902 TERRY BAKER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00542217 TEXANS FOR A CONSERVATIVE MAJORITY PAC OTH 
C00575043 TEXANS FOR PETE CAN DEM 
C00369033 TEXANS FOR SENATOR JOHN CORNYN INC. CAN REP 
C00099267 TEXAS DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00488403 TEXAS PATRIOTS PAC PAC OTH 
C00569905 THE 2016 COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00548420 THE 2016 DRAFT COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00364158 THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OB-GYNS PAC (OB-GYN PAC) PAC OTH 
C00608174 THE ANTICORRUPTION LEAGUE PAC DEM 
C90014085 THE CATHOLIC ASSOCIATION PAC OTH 
C00544767 THE COMMITTEE TO DEFEND THE PRESIDENT PAC OTH 
C00541144 THE COMMITTEE TO ELECT TONY ARTERBURN JR. CAN REP 
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C00612846 THE DEMOCRATIC COALITION PAC OTH 
C00257956 THE GOOD FUND PAC REP 
C00493221 THE GUARDIAN FUND PAC OTH 
C00328401 THE LINCOLN CLUB OF ORANGE COUNTY FEDERAL PAC PAC REP 
C00196774 THE MARKEY COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00546911 THE MOBILIZATION PROJECT PAC OTH 
C00455378 THE NATIONAL REPUBLICAN TRUST PAC PAC OTH 
C90006701 THE PLANNED PARENTHOOD ACTION FUND OF PAC OTH 
C00309237 THE REYES COMMITTEE, INC. CAN DEM 
C00520825 THE TEA PARTY LEADERSHIP FUND PAC OTH 
C00600700 THE THOMAS MILLS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00626671 THE UTE PAC PAC OTH 
C00409417 THINK BLUE PAC OTH 
C00286187 THORNBERRY FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00602920 TIM CANOVA FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00467217 TIM D'ANNUNZIO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00476226 TIM SCOTT FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00597112 TIMD2016 CAN REP 
C00462267 TIMOTHY DELASANDRO FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00506170 TISEI CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE CAN REP 
C00588392 TODOS CON JENNIFFER INC.  DBA JENNIFFER FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00587592 TOM  HORNE FOR CONGRESS 2016 CAN REP 
C00560516 TOM ADAMS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00328245 TOM ALLEN FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00462994 TOM FOLEY FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00557520 TOM MACARTHUR FOR CONGRESS INC. CAN REP 
C00561860 TOM MCMILLIN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00582890 TOM O'HALLERAN FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00464032 TOM REED FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00506048 TOM RICE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00501189 TOM SMITH FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00430306 TOM VILSACK FOR PRESIDENT CAN DEM 
C00466615 TOMMY SOWERS FOR CONGRESS PAC DEM 
C00503409 TOMMY THOMPSON FOR SENATE INC CAN REP 
C00506956 TONY CARLOS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00592071 TOTH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00588491 TOWNSEND FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00478784 TRACY POTTER FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00565218 TRAMMELL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00418889 TRAVIS COUNTY REPUBLICAN PARTY FEDERAL COMMITTEE PAR REP 
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C00546135 TREADWELL ALASKA INC CAN REP 
C00524793 TREASURE COAST JOBS COALITION PAC OTH 
C00472399 TREVOR DROWN FOR US SENATE CAN OTH 
C00590463 TREY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00462523 TREY GOWDY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00466607 TRIVEDI FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00557660 TROY CASTAGNA FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00617696 TRUE BLUE FLORIDA PAC OTH 
C90013970 TRUMAN NATIONAL SECURITY PROJECT PAC OTH 
C00618371 TRUMP MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00423095 
TRUST IN SMALL BUSINESS POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE 
(TISB PAC) PAC OTH 
C00609511 TRUSTED LEADERSHIP PAC PAC OTH 
C00556654 TUE PHANQUANG US CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00497396 TULSI FOR HAWAI'I CAN DEM 
C00432526 TURKISH COALITON USA PAC (TC-USA PAC) PAC OTH 
C00499244 TURNER FOR NEW YORK CAN REP 
C00331439 UDALL FOR COLORADO CAN DEM 
C00329896 UDALL FOR US ALL CAN DEM 
C90016247 ULTRAVIOLET ACTION PAC OTH 
C00576108 UNINTIMIDATED PAC INC PAC OTH 
C00004861 UNITE HERE TIP CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00002766 
UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS 
INTERNATIONAL UNION ACTIVE BALLOT CLUB PAC OTH 
C00484253 
UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS 
INTERNATIONAL UNION WORKING FAMILIES ADVOCACY 
PROJECT PAC OTH 
C00593491 UNITED FOR USA, INC. PAC OTH 
C00523621 UNITED WE CAN PAC OTH 
C00578187 URBAN VICTORY FUND (UVF) PAC OTH 
C90013145 US CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PAC OTH 
C00560029 US JOBS COUNCIL PAC OTH 
C00556274 USW WORKS PAC OTH 
C00505776 UTAH LOVE PAC PAC REP 
C00105973 UTAH STATE DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00499392 VALADAO FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00584755 VALOR FUND PAC OTH 
C00552422 VALUES ARE VITAL PAC OTH 
C00573758 VAN HOLLEN FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00461962 VAN TRAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00024679 VERMONT DEMOCRATIC PARTY PAR DEM 
C00035618 VERMONT REPUBLICAN FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMITTEE PAR REP 
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C00412759 VERN BUCHANAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00547661 VIC MEYERS FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00592659 VICENTE GONZALEZ FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00580712 VICTORIA STEELE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00553560 VIGOP (VIRGIN ISLANDS REPUBLICAN PARTY) PAC REP 
C00499426 VINSKO FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00166504 VISCLOSKY FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00577882 VOGT FOR MARYLAND CAN REP 
C00614305 VOLUNTEERS FOR NEHLEN CAN REP 
C00258855 VOLUNTEERS FOR SHIMKUS CAN REP 
C00448480 VOTE BOTH PAC OTH 
C00573691 VOTE JAMES LANE CAN OTH 
C00611574 VOTE JUSTIN OLSON CAN REP 
C00623967 VOTE LIBERTARIAN PAC PAC OTH 
C00528323 VOTE YOUR VALUES PAC PAC OTH 
C90013343 VOTE YOUR VALUES PAC PAC OTH 
C00417428 VOTEHILLARY PAC PAC OTH 
C00607945 VOTERS FOR CHARLES HERNICK CAN REP 
C00476176 VOTERS FOR DICK MURI CAN REP 
C00620112 VOTES FOR AMERICA PAC OTH 
C90010620 VOTEVETS.ORG ACTION FUND PAC OTH 
C00580522 VOWELL FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00390724 WALBERG FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00333427 WALDEN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00543231 WALKER 4 NC CAN REP 
C00468579 WALORSKI FOR CONGRESS INC CAN REP 
C00546853 WALTERS FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00463711 WARGOTZ FOR US SENATE CAN REP 
C00591420 WARREN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00619445 WARRIOR PAC PAC OTH 
C00114439 WASHINGTON STATE DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00031088 WASHINGTON STATE REPUBLICAN PARTY PAR REP 
C00569616 WASHINGTON'S FUTURE PAC OTH 
C00576058 WATCHDOG PAC PAC OTH 
C00502682 WAYNE WINSLEY FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00562819 WE DESERVE BETTER PAC INC PAC OTH 
C00571356 WE THE PEOPLE, NOT WASHINGTON PAC OTH 
C00527226 WE VOTE - NOSOTROS VOTAMOS - PPAMM COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00502229 WEBER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00413179 WELCH FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
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C00546747 WELLS GRIFFITH FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00610402 WENDY LONG 2016 INC CAN REP 
C00499160 WES RIDDLE FOR US CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00543157 WEST MAIN STREET VALUES PAC INC PAC OTH 
C00417063 WEST VIRGINIA REPUBLICAN PARTY, INC. PAR REP 
C00461772 WESTERN REPRESENTATION PAC PAC OTH 
C00503565 WESTON WAMP FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00555136 WESTON WAMP FOR CONGRESS 2014 CAN REP 
C00554352 WESTROM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00506709 WHELAN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00410803 WHITEHOUSE FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00558569 WICHERN FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00505149 WICKER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00443218 WICKER FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00471433 WILL BOYD FOR US SENATE CAN DEM 
C00552596 WILL BROOKE FOR CONGRESS INC CAN REP 
C00546556 WILLETTE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00589671 WILLIAM MATTA FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00440974 WILLIAM RUSSELL FOR CONGRESS 2008 CAN REP 
C00574541 WILLIAMS FOR CONGRESS CAN OTH 
C00577916 WILLIE WILSON 2016 CAN DEM 
C00493981 WILSON FOR SENATE CAN REP 
C00525220 WIN BACK YOUR STATE PAC OTH 
C00510636 WINNING FREEDOM INC PAC OTH 
C00507525 WINNING OUR FUTURE PAC OTH 
C00568279 WINNING THE SENATE PAC PAC OTH 
C00461558 WINOGRAD FOR CONGRESS 2010 CAN DEM 
C00417261 WINTER FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE CAN DEM 
C00527549 WIRE TO WIRE COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00436345 WIVIOTT FOR NEW MEXICO CAN DEM 
C00564450 WOFFORD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00485102 WOLF PAC PAC OTH 
C00548545 WOMEN LEAD PAC PAC OTH 
C00530766 WOMEN SPEAK OUT PAC PAC OTH 
C00616912 WOMEN VOTE SMART PAC OTH 
C00473918 WOMEN VOTE! PAC OTH 
C00423350 WOODRUM FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00554501 WOODY WHITE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00484287 WORKERS' VOICE PAC OTH 
C90011156 WORKING AMERICA PAC OTH 
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C00627372 WORKING AMERICANS FOR AFFORDABLE HEALTHCARE PAC OTH 
C00523522 WORKING FAMILIES FOR LIZ CROWLEY PAC OTH 
C90012402 WORKING FAMILIES OF ALASKA PAC OTH 
C00626861 
WORKING FAMILIES PARTY NATIONAL INDEPENDENT 
EXPENDITURE COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00614610 WORKING FOR MARYLAND PAC OTH 
C00430876 WORKING FOR US POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE INC PAC OTH 
C00505255 WRIGHT MCLEOD FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00162578 WVDP PAR DEM 
C00001917 WY DEMOCRATIC STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE PAR DEM 
C00308676 WYDEN FOR SENATE CAN DEM 
C00502674 YARBER FOR MISSOURI CAN DEM 
C00504027 YARBROUGH FOR LIBERTY CAN REP 
C90013038 YG NETWORK INC. PAC OTH 
C00472365 YODER FOR CONGRESS, INC CAN REP 
C00480871 YORK KLEINHANDLER FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00515064 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS OF AMERICA POLITICAL ACTION 
COMMITTEE PAC OTH 
C00412593 YOUNG VOTER PAC PAC OTH 
C00592519 YUNGMAN LEE FOR CONGRESS CAN DEM 
C00552547 ZELDIN FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
C00550871 ZINKE FOR CONGRESS CAN REP 
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